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PUEBLO INDIAN AUXILIARIES IN NEW MEXICO
1763-1821
By Oakah L. Jones, Jr. *
throughout the colonial period of Latin American
S
history, experienced difficulties in her relations with numerous, widely-divergent groups of American Indians. The
PAIN,

Spanish Crown and the Council of the Indies legislat,ed to
protect these aborigines, but distance, local conditions and
time often interfered to the detriment of the Indians as the
colonists frequently ignored, violated or circumvented the
laws emanating from the mother country.
The authorities in Spain established the theoretical basis
for Indian policy. Protection of the Indians remained the
primary aspect of that doctrine, although a period of vacillation and uncertainty existed until the passage of the New
Laws in 1542. Legislation on behalf of the Indians embraced
many minute but important policies, such as prohibiting the
sale or giving to them of arms 1 and opposition to their travel• Captain, Department of History, United States Air Force Academy, Colorado.
AGN-Archivo General y Publico da la Nacion, Mexico, D.F. (in all cases the photostats available in the Coronado Library at the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
were consulted); AGI-Archivo General de las Indias, Sevilla, Spain (photostats and
microfilm in the Coronado Library consulted) ; NMA-New Mexico Archives (originals
available in New Mexico Records Center, Santa Fe, and photostats consulted in Coronado
Library; document numbers according to Ralph E. Twitchell, The Spanish Archi"es 0/
New Mexico, 2 vols., Cedar Rapids, Iowa: The Torch Press, 1914).
1. Recopilaci6n de /eyes de los reynos de las [ndias (3 vola.; Madrid: Impresora de
dicha real y supreme, 1943). Tomo II. Libro vi, Titulo i, Ley xxiv. Hereinafter cited as
Recopilaci6n.
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ling by or even mounting horses. 2 Although these laws were
clearly worded, they were often difficult to enforce. Otherwise, it would not have been necessary to re-publish six
times, for example, the law denying arms to the Indians. 3
After the early conquests of the highlY-developed sedentary peoples, such as the Aztecs, Quechuas, Mayas and Chibchas, the Spaniards were confronted by the most difficult
problem they were to face in colonial administration-how to
reduce and control the innumerable warlike tribes? Since
these groups were essentially decentralized, nomadic and
dependent upon mobility and plunder for their existence, it
was very difficult for an outside force to govern them.
Spain tried many techniques to resolve this central problem, but she was never completely successful. Perhaps the
two most common characteristics of her policy for three
centuries were the attempts to reduce the Indians to settled
communities (poblaciones) 4 and her use of vast numbers of
friendly Indians as auxiliary forces to augment her inadequatearmy.
In New Spain both of these policies appeared during the
conquest of Mexico by Hernan Cortes from 1519 to 1522.
Large numbers of Tlascalans served faithfully in the conquistador's army, and thereafter were employed in the Spanish northward expansion, particularly in Texas and Coahuila,
as exemplary citizens or auxiliaries. They were rewarded for
their services with honors, favors and privileges such as exemptions from taxation, grants of land and outright gifts of
equipment, seed and building materials. 5
The practice of using Indian auxiliaries was expanded
throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Usually only a few tribes could be counted upon as loyal allies
2. Ibid.• Tomo II, Libro vi, Titulo i, Ley xxxiii.
3. Ibid., Tomo II, Libro vi, Titulo i, Ley xxxi.
4. Poblaciones were usually small unchartered communities with an alcalde in charge.
They should not be confused with three other terms: Pueblos de Indios were Indian towns
in existence before the conquest; congregaciones were Indian towns established after the
conquest: and reducciones were generally mission towns. Thus, in New Mexico, Acoma
would be a Pueblo de Indios, Laguna a congregaci6n, and the missions near Jemez would be
reducciones, but all three could be considered as poblaciones.
5. Recopilaci6n, Torno II, Libra vi, Titulo i, Leyes xxxix through xlv.
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in a given area during the early days of Spanish occupation,
but gradually the number would be increased to incorporate
as many as possible against a common foe.
Thus, in New Mexico the Pueblo Indians were the allies
of the Spaniards, although they had to be reconquered and
subjugated by the Spanish military forces after the Pueblo
Revolt of 1680. Mexican Indian auxiliaries, who had accompanied the expedition of Juan de Onate when he occupied
New Mexico in 1598, did not return to the region after the
reconquest by Diego de Vargas from 1693 to 1696. 6 To replace
them the Spaniards gradually began using Pueblo Indians
to augment their small military forces in campaigns against
the indios Mrbaros. Contingents from all of the Rio Grande
and the western pueblos contributed to the success of Spanish armies under Vargas and the governors during the last
century of Spanish occupation.
All of the existing pueblos shared in the common obligation to serve with the military forces in campaigns for the
defense of the province of New Mexico. Encomenderos frequently commanded the militia and auxiliary forces during
early military actions,7 but were replaced later by experienced officers, usually assigned from the Presidio of Santa Fe.
By the middle of the eighteenth century Pueblo Indians
were organized into their own units commanded by a capitan mayor de la guerra, 8 who was subordinate to the appointed Spanish commander (usually a lieutenant from Santa
Fe). Father Manuel de San Juan Nepomuceno Trigo indi6. Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez, The Missions of New Me",ico, 1776, Eleanor
B. Adams and Fray Angelico Chavez. translators (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1956), 304.
7. The military obligation of the encomenderos has been touched upon in France V.
Scholes, "Troublous Times in New Mexico, 1659-1670," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW,
XII, No.4 (October, 1937), 389. In addition, Dr. Scholes has adequately covered the deep
imprint of Christianity which the Spaniards transmitted to the Pueblos during the seventeenth century. See his Church and State in New Mexico, 1610-1650 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1937). This is Volume III in the Historical Society of New
Mexico's Publications in History. The conversion served as a good foundation upon which
to build the Spanish-Pueblo alliance of the next century.
8. Charles W. Hackett (ed.), Historical Documents Relating to New Mexico, Nueva
V izcaya and Approaches Thereto. to 1779 (3 vols. ; Washington: The Carnegie Institution,
1923-1937), III, 366. Hereinafter cited as Hackett, Historical Documents.
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cated in his letter of 23 July 1754 that the "mission Indians"
were brave and warlike, particularly those of Pecos whom he
admired for their continued resistance to the barbaric tribes,
and hestated that these Indians went out "voluntarily" on
campaigns against their nomadic enemies. 9 By this time the
entire province was having difficulty defending itself from
the raids and encroachments of warlike tribes who had been
receiving firearms from French traders. An inventory of
Spanish defensive forces in New Mexico revealed this problem as early as 1752. The entire province contained just 6,453
persons, with only 2,174 capable of bearing arms. To meet
the increasing threat to the region they were equipped with
4,060 horses, 60,045 arrows, 414 lances, only 57 swords and
151 leather jackets;IO
By 1763 New Mexico, which included present day Arizona and had eastern and western boundaries at the Rio
Grande and Rio Colorado, had become an isolated frontier
community. During the next thirteen years the entire northern frontier of New Spain became a violent, unsettled theater
of war, and Spain's hold upon New Mexico became uncertain.
Gradually the province was encircled with warlike tribes so
that by 1776 the few Spanish settlers and their loyal Pueblo
Indian allies were confronted with the Navahos to the northwest, Utes in the mountains of the north and northwest,
Comanches to the north and east, and various bands of
Apaches to the south, east and west.n
Spanish military forces and defenses were inadequate to
combat these threats. Against the raids of the indios barbaros
who sought cattle, horses and provisions principally, the settlers and Christian Indians could defend themselves with
only a few antiquated and ineffective weapons. Pueblos employed the bow and arrow, or occasionally the lance, but by
9. Letter in Hackett, Historical Documents, III, 465•
• 10. General and Particular State of the Number of Families and Persons Which the
Twenty-two Reduced Pueblos of Indians of the Kingdom of New Mexico Possess, AGN.
Provincias Internas 102, Expediente 3, fl, Ano de 1752.
11. Alfred B. Thomas, Teodoro de Croi", and the Northern Frontier of New Spain,
1776-1783 (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1941), 7. Hereinafter cited as Thomas,
Teodoro de Croi",.
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1772 only 250 persons, in addition to the presidial troops,
possessed firearms in the province, and these were outdated
shotguns.I 2 The Presidio of Santa Fe could not contribute
much assistance for it had been considered incapable of defense as early as 1766 when it was composed of only eighty
soldiers at an annual cost of 34,070 pesos. IS
Spain made numerous efforts to resolve her problems on
the northern frontier. Unfortunately, her increasingly precarious global position at the end of the eighteenth century
and her increased size after reacquiring Louisiana from
France in 1762-1763 prevented her from deploying large
numbers of well-disciplined, experienced military forces to
northern New Spain and particularly to New Mexico. The
mobility of the indios bcirbaros with their acquisition of large
numbers of horses and their possession of more modern fire~
arms jeopardized Spain's hold on that remote province. New
presidios were established, others were relocated, inspections
such as that of the Marques de Rubi were conducted, lengthy
reports were submitted, continuous Spanish and Indian cam~
paigns resulting in the loss of many horses and supplies were
carried out without individual compensation,14 and various
recommendations were entertained from all sources.
Yet, the results were always the same. Hugo O'Conor reported that the total losses in the regions beyond Chihuahua
had been four thousand persons and over twelve million
pesos between 17.48 and 1772.15 Even the great visitador-general Jose de G6,zvez was frustrated during his visit of 17651771 in his efforts to subdue the Indian disturbances in the
North and pacify the frontier. 16
12. Frank D. Reeve, "Navaho·Spanish Diplomacy. 1770·1790," NEW MEXICO HISTORI·
CAL REVIEW, XXXV. No. S (July, 1960),211.
13. Lawrence Kinnaird. The Frontiers of New Spain: Nicolas de La Fora's Description,
1766·1768 (Berkeley: The Quivira Society, 1958), 91.
14. An Account of the Lamentable Happenings in New Mexico and of Losses Experienced Daily in Affairs Spiritual and Temporal Written by Father Fray Sanz de Lezaun in
the Year 1760, in Hackett, Historical Documents. III, 472.
15. Alfred B. Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers: A Study of the Spanish Indian Policl/
of Don Juan Bautista de Anza, Governor of New Mexico, 1777-1787 (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1932), 5. Hereinafter cited as Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers.
16. Herbert I. Priestley, Jose de Galvez: Visitor General of New Spain (1765-1771)
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1916),268.
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In New Mexico, Governor Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta
made a conscientious effort to overcome the critical state of
affairs during his term from 1767 to 1778. In the first year of
his governorship he established a special post of fifty presidials and Indian auxiliaries on a hill near Ojo Caliente to
watch closely the ford on the Rio Grande which the Comanches were using to invade the frontier. In the same year
he led a combined force of 546 presidials, militia and Indian
allies on an extensive campaign. Each year thereafter he
conducted sizeable expeditions which employed numerous
Indian auxiliaries, largely from the pueblos, to combat Utes,
Navahos, Apaches and Comanches, depending upon which
presented the greatest threatP
The Viceroy of New Spain reported that 140 inhabitants
had been killed, seven thousand horses and mules had been
stolen and whole herds of cattle and sheep had been destroyed
in the northern provinces during 177U 8 By November, 1772,
Governor Mendinueta faced a critical situation. Apache raids
had become widespread, reaching Zuni, Tubac andSonora. 19
Recommendations for resolving the Indian problem were
received from all sources. Bishop Tamaron, who had been
alarmed by the ineffective defense against hostile Indians
during his visitation of New Mexico in 1760, had recommended the greater use of infantry. Horses attracted the
enemy and furthermore the cost of infantry was much less
than that of cavalry. He also proposed annual campaigns to
combat the warring tribes and suggested that they be carried out annually for a period of two or three years. 20
Hugo O'Conor, who inspected the region for the King in
1775-1776, found the colonists to have a fine military spirit
and creditable valor in the defense of the area. He recom17. Alfred B. Thom~, The Plains Indians and New Mexico, 1751-1778 (Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, 1940), Volume XI of the Coronado Cuarto Centennial
Publications, 1540-1940, George P. Hammond (ed.), 39-45.
18. Bucareli to Ariaga, No. 193, Mexico, 27 January 1772, AGI, Guadalajara 512, in
Thomas, Forgotten Frontier8, 6.
19. Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers, 8.
20. Eleanor B. Adams (ed.), Bishop Tamaron's Visitation of New Mexico, 1760 (Albuquerque: Historical Society of New Mexico, 1954), Volume XV of Publications in History,
88-91.
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mended the formation of ten frontier detachments, two of
which were to be in New Mexico. These two groups would
be composed of vecinos (settlers) and Indios amigos (friendly
Indians) to defend the frontier, primarily against the Comanche menace, but against other tribes as well. O'Conor
reported that the friendly Indians were those of the Pueblos,
particularly from Jemez, Zia, Santa Ana, Sandia, Isleta, Laguna, Acoma, and others "I don't know." He emphasized that
they were peaceful people, dedicated to agriculture and the
growth of livestock,21
The detachments proposed by O'Conor for New Mexico
would total 565 men. 22 He suggested that a body of one hundred troops be added to the following levies, establishing a
grand force of 2,228 men for the general campaign in the
North. The levies for New Mexico were :23
Pueblos

Spaniards

J emez
Zia
_................................................................
Santa Ana
_................................................
Vicinity of Bernalillo
Sandia
Town of Albuquerque
Atrisco and Pajarito
Isleta
_
_........................
Vicinity of Valencia and Tome _......................
Vicinity of Belen and Pueblo of genizaros
Laguna and Acoma
TOTALS

Indians

0
0
0
15
0
80
25
0
30
40
0

40
100

190

375

40
50
80

o
25

o
o
40

o

21. Enrique Gonzalez Flor~s and Francisco R. Almada, Informe de Hugo O'Conor sobre
el estado de las Provincias Intemas del Norte, 1771·1776 (Mexico: Editorial Cultura, 1952),
106·107.
22. Plan of Operations, Hugo 0'Con6r, Carrizal, 24 March 1776, AGN Provincias Internas 87, Document 5. Thomas, in his Forgotten Frontiers on page 10, states that the
number was 595, but no basis for this total can be ascertained.
23. Ibid. For purposes of clarity, simplicity and easy comprehension I have always
rendered the names of the pueblos and other places as they are currently spelled. 0'Con6r's
speIling of Zia is Silla, Jemez is spelled with an "s" at the end and his Alhuquerque can·
tains the old 14 r" before the first "q." Spanish proper names were variously used by different
authors. Thus, we find Santa Fee, Nabajoo, Belem, Santa Anna, etc.
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Governor Mendinueta closely observed the problems of
defense in his province. Unique among his proposals was the
suggestion that the Spaniards, who were widely-dispersed
along. the Rio Grande, be collected into centrally-located,
easily-defended, fortified towns, resembling those of the
Pueblo Indians. He cited their lack of unity and desired that
the Spaniards emulate the "Pueblos de Indios" for defense
against the Comanches, Apaches, Utes and Navahos. 24 Here
was a reversal of the normal policy for Spain, since it was
usually her intention to reduce the Indians to easily-controlled towns 25 which resembled those of the Spaniards.
Mendinueta desired to augment his small presidial force
of eighty troops with settlers and "indios cristianos" (Christian Indians, undoubtedly Pueblos) .26 He admonished the settlers for their reluctance to respond to his orders and pointed
out that all should do so no matter what time or under what
conditions the orders for campaigns arrived. Each should
take his horse, lance, pike, or whatever type of arms he possessed to answer the call since every settler had an obligation to perform a minimum of eighteen days of public work
annually.27
The cacique of each pueblo was instructed to maintain
constantly in readiness a force of fifteen or twenty Indians.
He was to supply them with the necessary provisions for
campaigns so that they could depart immediately when directed by the governor. Once the summons had been received,
the cacique would collect his force and personally conduct it
in pursuit of the enemy, while other Indians of the pueblo
rounded up the horses and brought them to the campaign
element. By this technique the enemy could be prevented
24. Mendinueta to Viceroy Antonio Bucareli, Santa Fe, 26 March 1772. Facsimile from
Biblioteca Nacional de Mexico, Leg-ajo 10, Part 1. Another copy has been published in
Alfred B. Thomas, "Governor Mendinueta's Proposals for the Defense of New Mexico,
1772-1778," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW. VI, No.1 (January. 1931), 27-30.
25. Recopilaci6n, Tomo II, Libro vi, Titulo iii. Ley i.
26. Mendinueta to Bucareli. Santa Fe, 26 March 1772, Biblioteca Nacional de Mexico,
Legaio 10. Part 1.
27. Bando of Pedro Fermin de Mendinueta, Santa Fe, 16 November 1771, NMA, Document 663.
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from escaping unpunished from his raids upon settled
communities.28
General campaigns proposed by Governor Mendinueta involved the problem of maintaining sufficient numbers of
horses. Since the indios Mrbaros had no fixed location and
could ride wherever they pleased, the pursuing force had to
do likewise. To do so adequately each man involved in the
campaign required at least three or four horses. 29 Other problems of the expeditions were lack of compensation for the
settlers and Indians, inadequate offensive arms since the
friendly Indians possessed only bows and arrows (although
the governor noted that a few had firearms), and the problem of distance which rendered it almost impossible to use
Indians from Zuni, Acoma and Laguna in campaigns against
the Comanches as these three pueblos were occupied in defending themselves against the Apaches. 30
Annual campaigns were attempted during Mendinueta's
term of office, but they seldom yielded notable results, although the pursuing force sometimes marched hundreds of
miles. Expeditions in 1774, for example, were made from
Albuquerque, Keres and Laguna against the newly-aroused
Navahos. These consisted largely of Pueblo auxiliaries, supplemented by militiamen and some presidials from Santa
Fe. 31
Occasionally, control of the Indian auxiliaries was apparently relaxed for F'ray Dominguez noted that the Christian Indians removed the scalps of the heathen ones "before
they are quite dead" and danced with them as a token of
victory and to avenge the grievances they had suffered. 32 Be28. The Form of Government Used at the Missions of San Diego de los Jemez and
San Agustin de la Isleta by Father Fray Joaquin de Jesus Ruiz, Their Former Minister.
[Undated, but presumably in 17731, in Hackett, Hi8t<J'l"kal Documents, III, 506. Note that
by this time the Pueblos were apparently being permitted to utilize horses for both peaceful and warlike purposes.
29. Mendinueta to Bucareli, Santa Fe, 26 March 1772, Biblioteea Nacional de Mexico,
Legajo 10, Part 1.
30. Ibid.
31. Reeve, "Navaho-Spanish Diplomacy, 1770-1790," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW,
XXXV, No.3 (July, 1960). 207. Although the Spaniards usually rendered the linguistic
term Keres as Queres, the more well-known version will be utilized in this study.
32. Dominguez, Missions of New Merico, 257.
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fore the departure of these expeditions Mass was said for all
the participants and a brief sermon was delivered on the
constitution of and the means for conducting a "just war." 33
By 1776 defense reached a critical point. The hostile Indian invasions of New Mexico were among the most serious
on the entire northern frontier. 34 To meet these threats Spanish Indian policy by this date basically included two prin~
ciples: the first was preventive, consisting of peace treaties
with the Indians which met with little success because of the
independence of one band of Indians from another; the second
was punitive, comprising the campaigns into Indian country
to recapture animals, rescue prisoners, or retaliate upon Indian rancherias to discourage future raids. 35 The success of
both methods was extremely limited as a result of inadequate
presidial and regular forces, the necessity of using untrained
and undisciplined Indian allies and militia, the employment
of poor leaders recruited from the local populace, extreme distaI).ces, supply problems, insufficient and outdated weapons,
and the wide dispersal of the population.
Spain reorganized the entire system for defense of her
northern frontier in 1776 when she created the Provincias
Internas del Norte under the leadership of a commandante
general. The Californias, Sinaloa, Sonora, Nueva Vizcaya,
Coahuila, Texas, and New Mexico comprised the original
Provincias Internas, but Nuevo Leon and Nuevo Santander
were subsequently added. 36 Teodoro de Croix, the first commandante general, and his military authorities immediately
turned their attention to resolving the crisis in the North.
Within the next decade New Mexico would pass through her
most critical period of occupation and defense against the
indios Mrbaros. By 1786 the province would no longer be
faced with possible annihilation or abandonment.
In view of the revolutionary activity and continued expansion of the North Americans, Croix considered the de33.
34.
35.
36.

Ibid., 27l.
Thomas, Teodoro de Croix, 24.
Ibid., 10-11.
Priestley, J 08e de Galvez, 293.
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fense of New Mexico to be of particular importance to the
security of New Spain's northern provinces. He also questioned the use of militia for he believed that such forces reduced the number of those paying tribute and increased the
taxes upon the natives, causing occasional riots. 37
Military authorities, such as Lt. Colonel Antonio Bonilla,
noted the presence of an abundant supply of manpower (both
Spaniards and Indians) to defend the province of New Mexico, but simultaneously emphasized that the lack of arms and
horses rendered the citizenry useless. 3s He again cited for
Spanish authorities the inability of obtaining assistance from
Zuni, Acoma, and Laguna, and concluded that hardly 250
Spaniards and an equal number of Indians were equipped
with horses and arms for the defense of the province,39
Bonilla pointed out that all the inhabitants had an obligation to assist in the general defense, but that at present
they were a "congregation of dissident, discordant, scattered
people without subordination, without horses, arms, knowledge of their handling, and were governed by their caprice."40 He proposed that formal militias be created with
experienced individuals in command and that remuneration
be provided, since the cost of each man on campaign could
exceed 150 pesos. 41 This revenue could be obtained, he suggested, from a levy upon local trade. 42
In spite of the extensive plans formulated in the first year
of the commandancy general, the indios Mrbaros, particularly the war-like Apache bands and Comanches, continued to
37. Ibid., 44.
38. Historic Points about New Mexico Written by Lieutenant Colonel Don Antonio
Bonilla the Year of 1776, AGN, Historia 25, Document 7, paragraph 16. Bonilla's observations and recommendations may also be found in Alfred B. Thomas, "Antonio de Bonilla
and Spanish Plans for the Defense of New Mexico," New Spain and the Anglo-American
West, George P. Hammond (ed.) (2 vola.; Lancaster, Pennsylvania: Lancaster Press,
1932). I, 184-209.
39. Ibid., para. 17.
From Thomas' translation in his article cited above in note 38. The original may
be found in paragraph
of Bonilla's Historic Points. Bonilla also gave the population
figures for 1776 as 5,781 Spaniards, 12,999 Indians for a total of 18,780.
41. Bonilla, Historic Points, AGN, Historia 25, Document 7, para. 47.
42. Thomas "Antonio de Bonilla and Spanish Plans for the Defense of New Mexico,"
New Spain and the Anglo-American West, I, 186.

40.

44
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plunder the Spanish and Indian settlements. From June
through August, 1777, these two tribes killed sixty-one persons, captured eighteen and killed more than 1200 head of
stock.43 When in 1778 the Comanches swept over the province
and 127 persons were either killed or captured,44 Croix called
for a general military council to meet at Chihuahua. This
body adopted fifteen articles to establish a consistent, longterm Indian policy. These points included :45
1. An alliance of Spaniards with the Indians of the North against
the Apaches.
2. The conclusion that Apaches were unreliable and would not keep
either promises or peace treaties.
3. The belief that Comanches were in every way superior to
Apaches, and, therefore, their assistance must be obtained in
subduing the Apaches.
4. An observation that the average frontier presidio, consisting of
only fifty-six men, could not attend to all of its duties, such as
guarding horse herds, escorting supplies, carrying mail, and
other minor duties in addition to defending the area.
5. A conclusion that settlers had to be recruited to supplement the
presidials, but the simultaneous recognition that they had to pay
the costs themselves and that their absence on campaigns deprived their families of support while exposing their possessions
to raids by other Indians.

That same year a military officer, Lt. Colonel Juan Bautista de Anza, was appointed Governor of New Mexico.
Charged with the execution of the policy determined at Chihuahua, Anza reviewed presidials, militia and auxiliaries in
the EI Paso area before reaching Santa Fe in the latter part
of 1778. Soon after his arrival in the capital the new governor
established two definite lines of policy to meet the problem
of provincial defense. First, he campaigned against and negotiated with the frontier tribes to ward off their attacks and
secure their friendship. Second, he attempted to reorganize
Spanish settlements by collecting the scattered unprotected
43. Mendinueta to Croix. Santa Fe. 9 September 1777, quoted in Thomas. ibid.• 184.
44. General Report of 1781 by Teodoro de Croix. reproduced in Thomas, Teodoro de
Croi",.l11.
45. Thomas, The Plaim Indiam and New Me",ico, 53-55.
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families into towns similar to Indian pueblos which were
capable of defense against Apache, Comanche and Ute raids. 46
The governor's military campaigns were extensive and
gradually reduced the number of enemy tribes. Comanches
received the major portion of his attention and during his
term their raids became increasingly less frequent because of
tribal losses. By the end of 1778 they conducted only a few
minor raids in the vicinity of Abiquiu, Ojo Caliente and the
Chama River Valley. 47
Anza even decided to carry the war into the home country
of the hostile tribes. For these campaigns he adopted the
policy of his predecessors-employment of large numbers
of Pueblo Indian auxiliaries, later augmenting them with
other tribes which he had conquered or conciliated. In August and September, 1779, he led a military force of six hundred men 48 from San Juan de los Caballeros to locate and defeat the Comanche bands led by their principal chief Cuerno
Verde. The expedition included an auxiliary force of 259
Indians who served as scouts or spies (espias) for the army
as it moved northward. 49 The new governor outfitted settlers
and Indians alike, alloting each a good horse (although the
"best" were said to have two mounts), but their equipment
was limited and their munitions were in short supply, as reflected by the fact that each gun had only three charges of
powder. 50
Nevertheless, the expedition achieved two resounding victories over the Comanches, culminating in the death of
Cuerno Verde between present Pueblo and Walsenberg,
46. Thomas, Forgotten FTontier8, 374. This work remains the outstanding authority on
the administration and policies of Anza.
47. Croix to Anza, 8 January 1779, NMA, Document 714.
48. This figure has been established by close analysis of the document entitled Expedition of Anza and Death of Cuerno Verde, August and September, 1779, Letter of the
Governor to the Commandant Genera~ Santa Fe, 1 November 1779, AGN, Historia 25, f267288. The table included by Anza shows a total force of 645 men but there are two errors
in his addition. Thomas, FOTgotten FTontier8, 67, says that the number was 573, but no
basis for such a total can be located.
49. Expedition of Anza and Death of Cuerno Verde, August and September, 1779,
Letter of the Governor to the Commandant General, Santa Fe, 1 November 1779, AGN,
Historia 25, f270.
50. Thomas, Forgotten FTontierB, 67.
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Colorado. Having broken the Comanche resistance, Anza
turned his attention to other trouble spots. He always took
Pueblo auxiliaries with him on visits as well as campaigns.
Thus, on 10 September 1780 he led 126 men, including eightyeight Pueblo Indians (forty Tewas, forty Keres and eight
converted Moquis) to the Moqui (Hopi) villages of present
northeastern Arizona. 51 In his Apache campaign of November, 1780, in the South he took 151 men, of which thirty-four
were Indians,52 and his later Apache campaigns of 1785 involved forces of first, 120 horsemen, thirty foot soldiers, and
ninety-two Pueblos, and second, a combined operation of
Pueblos, Spaniards and Navahos against the Gila Apaches. 53
In these expeditions Anza assured his faithful Indian
allies of all spoils taken in battle except the horse herds.
There was, however, to be no pillaging until the action was
completed so that none of the enemy could escape. Looting
would be permitted by all after the conclusion of the engagement.54 In addition, a reward was offered for each hostile head which auxiliaries could acquire and one hundred
pesos was paid for each captive taken by the allied force. 55
Not only did the governor utilize his Pueblo Indian auxiliaries extensively on campaigns, but he tried to establish
Spanish towns along lines similiar to those of the pueblos
themselves. Each Spanish town had to have a minimum of
twenty families and the plazas therein would follow pueblo
construction, complete with bastions and gunports. His relocation of some groups and concentration of settlers met
with violent opposition and appeals to the commandante general,56 but Anza succeeded in improving the general defensive
position of the province.
By 1786 conditions had changed in New Mexico. Spain's
participation in the North American Revolutionary War as
51. Ibid., 228. Note that Thomas errs on page 27 when he concludes that there were
only forty-eight Indians.
52. Ibid.,
Again there is a discrepancy between this figure and the one of thirty-six
used on page 37.
53. Ibid., 47.
54. Ibid., 253.
55. Croix to Anza, Arizpe,
October 1780, NMA, Document 809.
56. Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers, 379.
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an ally of France had ended, new weapons had reached the
northern frontier, peace had finally been established with the
Comanches, the size of the presidial force at Santa Fe had
grown from eighty to 119 and the population of the province
reached 20,810. 57 It was now possible to concentrate the defensive effort against the Apaches for Anza had succeeded
in adding new allies-Comanches, Utes, Navahos and Jicarilla Apaches-to his already closely-established alliance with
the Pueblos. Now there were six nations against one highlydisunified enemy.
The new viceroy, Bernardo de Galvez, promulgated extensive instructions regarding future Indian policy. He desired
"swift and vigorous war with the Indians who declared it,
peace with those who solicited it, and an attempt to win allies
among the warlike nations by spreading the use of Spanish
foods, drinks, weapons, and customs among them."58 He
urged extensive use of the Indian auxiliary in Sonora, Nueva
Vizcaya and New Mexico,59 and concluded that troops must
operate in those areas with the aid of Spanish settlers and
Indians of the pueblos. 60
Pueblo Indians were utilized in conjunction with other Indian allies for a, unified campaign against the Gila Apaches
in the region of present western New Mexico and eastern
Arizona. Navahos joined with Pueblos, Spanish troops and
settlers for this expedition, according to the instructions of
the new commandante general Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola. 61
Anza was directed to purchase supplies for all the allies and
he was to send gifts, such as scarlet cloth and medals, to the
57. General Report of Teodoro de Croix in Thomas, Teodoro de Croix, 105-106. Although these figures are for 1781, they present a fair estimate of the size of the presidio
and population five years later.
Bernardo de Gavez, Instructions for Governing the Interior Provinces of New
Spain, 1786, Donald E. Worcester (ed.) (Berkeley: The Quivira Society, 1951),23. There
are some unique recommendations. such as furnishing firearms and livestock to hostile
Indians, in these instructions. Had Galvez lived longer to implement his policies, it is
obvious that there would have been vast changes in Indian administration on the northern
frontier.
59. Ibid., 69.
60. Ibid., 72.
61. Thomas, Forgotten Frontiers, 54.
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Navahos. Horses and mules were sent to New Mexico, but it
was made clear that they were for the Indian auxiliaries only
while on campaign. They were not to be used by the soldiers
of the regular military force. 62
For the Gilefio campaigns Pueblos comprised a large part
of the total Spanish force. The expedition of 1786 involved
a total of '235 men, including sixty Pueblo Indians, twentytwo Comanches and twenty-six Navahos.63 In the following
year a highly-organized campaign of 340 men, including
ninety-nine Pueblos, was dispatched against the same Gila
Apaches. The force had the following basic marching and
fighting organization: 64
1st Division
Troop of Santa Fe (mounted)
Pueblo of Acoma (foot)
Comanches (mounted)
Settler from Sandia (mounted)
Jicarilla Apaches (mounted)

22
24
30
4

5

--s5
2nd Division
Troop of Nueva Vizcaya (mounted)
Settlers from Albuquerque (mounted)
Settlers from Santo Domingo (mounted)
Pueblo of Laguna (one mounted, others foot)
Pueblo of Acoma (foot)
Settlers from Sandia (mounted)
8rd Division
Troop of Nueva Vizcaya (mounted)
Settlers from La Canada (mounted)
Settlers from Santa Fe (mounted)
Settlers from Santo Domingo (mounted)
Pueblo of Zuni (foot)

21
22
20
6

12
4
85

23
14
21
3

25

-s6
62. Ibid., 48 and 269.
63. Letter of the Commandant General Giving Notice of Peace Concluded with the
Comanche Nation and Its Reconciliation with the Ute, July, 1786, AGN, Provincias Internas
65, Expediente 2, paragraph 46.
64. Diary of the Campaign that Left the Villa of Santa Fe, New Mexico under the
Orders of Commandant Inspector [8ic] Don Antonio Rengel, Today, 21 October 1787, AGN,
Provincias Internas 128, Expediente 2.
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4th Division
Troop of Santa Fe (mounted)
Settlers from La Canada (mounted)
Settlers from Santo Domingo (mounted)
Pueblo of Laguna (foot)
Pueblo of Zuni (foot)

13
25
13
28
5

-s4
From this organizational plan it may be noted that each
division was a separate "army" in itself, complete with experienced regular troops and leaders, settlers and Indian
auxiliaries. Pueblo Indians, principally from the western
pueblos of Zuni, Acoma and Laguna, still comprised the
major portion of the Indian auxiliaries, but they continued to
be afoot in spite of the horses provided for their use.
Money payments were to be rendered to the friendly tribes
as a reward for their military assistance,65 and some six
thousand pesos were sent, along with horses and carbines, for
use on these expeditions. 66 The agility and physical stamina
of the Pueblos was noted in 1788 by the new governor, Fernando de la Concha, who admired the obedience of the Indians to his campaign summons. 67
By this time there were 2,647 soldiers and officers in Santa
Fe, Santa Cruz de la Canada, Keres, Alameda, Albuquerque, .
and Taos, in addition to the Indian auxiliaries organized
jurisdictionally as follows :68
Recognizing the importance of Indian allies, commandante
general Ugarte advised Governor Fernando de la Concha to
save the lives of his Apache prisoners so that they could be
converted to the Spanish way of life and thus continue to
reduce the number of enemies in the region. 69
65. Fernando de la Concha, Bando, Santa Fe [undated, but presumably in 1788], NMA,
Document 1025.
66. State Which Depicts the Number of Settlers and Indians Which This Province Has
Capable of Taking-up Arms, Santa Fe, 20 June 1788, AGN, Provincias Internae 65,
Expediente 7.
67. General Report of the Governor of New Mexico about the State of That Province,
Year of 1788, AGN, Provincias Internae 254.
68. State Which Depicts the Number of Settlers and Indians Which This Province Has
Capable of Taking-up Arms, Santa Fe, 20 June 1788, AGN, Provincias Internae 65,
Expediente 7.
69. Jacobo Ugarte y Loyola to Fernando de la Concha, 23 January 1788, NMA, Document 998.
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Pueblos of Indians
Tesuque
Abiquiu
San Juan
Santa Clara
San Ildefonso
Pojoaque
Nambe
Picuris
Keres
San Felipe
Santo Domingo
Cochiti
Santa Ana
Zia
Jemez
Alameda
Sandia
Albuquerque Isleta
Taos
Taos
Laguna
Laguna
Acoma
Zuni
Zuni
Pecos
Pecos
9 Jurisdictions 21 Pueblos

Capts.

Lts.

Pvts.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

50
54
47
62
85
26
40
55
105
140
160
115
120
118
94
90
118
204
240
294
95

21

21

2,312

1

No.
52
56
49
64
87
28
42
57
107
142
162
117
122
120
96
92
120
206
242
296
97
2,354

New concepts, particularly pertinent to Indian auxiliaries,
dominated the period after 1788. Pueblos often are mentioned
only incidentally on military campaigns and sometimes it
appears that they did not participate at all. Increasing use of
Comanches, converted Apaches, Navahos and Utes seems apparent. However, numerous Pueblo Indians were included on
special campaigns, such as those conducted against the Natagee Apaches in 1790,70 and on retaliatory expeditions against
raiding hostiles.
New Mexico had reached a state of relative tranquillity
when compared to its position during the previous two decades. The quantity of mules and cattle increased markedly
70. Instructions to 2d Alferez Pablo Sandoval for tbe Conduct of the Campaign against
the Apaches, Santa Fe, 14 July 1790, NMA, Document 1087. Other documents also reflect
the absence of Pueblo allies. See, for example, Concha to Nava, 1 November 1791, NMA,
Document 1164(3) and Concha to Viceroy Revilla Gigedo, 6 May 1793. NMA, Document
1234.
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and horses were in plentiful supply by 1791,71 Probably the
greatest problem by the last decade of the eighteenth century
was maintaining unity among the auxiliaries since there
were long-standing hatreds of one for the other. The antipathy between the utes and Comanches is an outstanding
example of this disunity.
Both offensive and retaliatory campaigns continued
against various Apache bands. Raiding Natagees in the
vicinity of Tome and Belen were pursued by fourteen Indians,
mounted bareback, from Isleta Pueblo during June, 1791,72
and Gila Apaches were pursued in a more extensive western
campaign during 1793. In this latter expedition forty Indians
from Acoma and Laguna, led by the alcalde mayor of Acoma,
caught up with the fleeing hostiles after a chase of some
twenty-five miles, but they were ambushed when a band of
twenty-two Apaches attacked from behind, killing three
Pueblos and putting the rest to flight. 73 To punish the victorious Gileiios the governor personally led a large military
expedition composed of most of the troops of the Santa Fe
Presidio, militia forces, and Indian auxiliaries; as well as
scouts, from the pueblos of Laguna, Taos and Jemez. 74 Heavy
snow and inability to locate any major groups of Apaches
rendered the campaign generally unsuccessful.
In his summary of his term of office for his successor FernandoChacon, Governor Fernando de la Concha provided a
complete analysis of the Indian situation in 1794. He cited
the alliance and friendship of the intrepid Comanches, the
Utes, the Jicarilla Apaches, and the Navahos since their close
relations with the Gila Apaches had been severed in 1788.
Then he emphasized the need for continued warfare against
71. Fernando de la Concha to the Commandant General of the Provincias Intemas del
Oriente Pedro de Nava, Santa Fe, 1 November 1791, NMA, Document 1164(3).
72. Fernando de la Concha to Conde de Revilla Gigedo, Santa Fe, 1 July 1791, NMA,
Document 1129.
73. Fernando de la Concha to the Commandant General Pedro de Nava of the Provincias Internas del Oriente, Santa Fe, 30 April 1793, NMA, Document 1231.
74. Ibid. Although the governor states that the last-named were "Tiguas," it is probable
that he meant Jemez Indians. He refers to that pueblo as an ally in this campaign during
the course of his letter of 19 November 1793 to Pedro de Nava. See NMA, Document 1266
for this correspondence.
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the one enemy, Apaches - variously known as Faraones,
Mimbrefios, Natagees and Gilefios. 75 After outlining the need
and provisions for maintaining interpreters, citing some of
the Indian hatreds and friendships, and examining the practice of giving the visiting heathen tribes presents of clothing,
hats, mirrors, knives, cigars, oranges, and indigo before they
left Santa Fe,76 the outgoing governor turned to the defense
of the province.
In this analysis Fernando de la Concha reviewed Anza's
organization of militia companies under alcaldes mayores
and lieutenants. He stated that both settlers and Indians
should be considered for campaigns, designating the former
by name and title and the latter only by number. 77 Apparently he had become disillusioned with the role played by the
settlers for he warned Chacon not to give them anything other
than munitions, pointing out that in addition they would
always ask for horses and provisions. 78
Contrary to his impressions regarding the settlers, those
concerning the Pueblo Indians were of praise for their exemplary characters. He noted that they never would ask for
anything except the munitions to which they were entitled,79
that they were truthful and obedient, and that they were not
guilty of stealing. 80 He further pointed out that the six Keres
pueblos should not be counted in the total available for service
with the auxiliaries since they maintained their own detachment to counter the entrance of Apaches into the realm.
From the remaining total of Indians, however, the new governor should count on each for fifteen days of service every
two years, whereas from the settlers fifteen days of service
were required every six years. 81
75. Instruction Formed by Colonel Don Fernando de la Concha, Past Governor of the
Province of New Mexico, In Order That His Successor Lieutenant Colonel Don Fernando
de Chacon May Adapt from It Whatever May Seem Convenient for the Good Tranquillity
and Growth of the Same Province, Chihuahua, 28 June 1794, AGN, Historia 41, Document
10, para. 3-8.
76. Ibid., para. 9 and 10.
77. Ibid., para. 13 and 14.
78. Ibid., para.
79. Ibid.
80. Ibid., para. 23.
81. Ibid.
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For the next decade the province enjoyed a settled state of
affairs among the Spaniards, Pueblos, Navahos, Utes, Jicarilla Apaches and Comanches. 82 However, there were problems with the Pawnees and, as always, with the Apaches.
There were infrequent general campaigns during the period,
but military action seems to have been limited largely to
retaliatory expeditions at irregular intervals. Some reluctance on the part of both settlers and Indians to participate
in the campaigns may also be observed. 83 Indian companies
were formed, and apparently Pueblo Indian auxiliaries were
still much in demand, for the Commandant of Troops in the
EI Paso area requested that Taos Indians be sent to aid him
in his campaign of 1800 against the southern Apaches. 84
During the early part of the nineteenth century Apache raids
struck largely at horse herds and cattle. In 1801, for example,
Alameda, Santa Cruz de la Canada, Taos, Pecos, and the Rio
Arriba country all felt their impact. 85
Far more important, however, were the renewed hostilities with the Navajos after 1804. To combat the threat
created by their rebellious bands in the western portion of
the province, Governor Chacon dispatched a campaign force
of more than three hundred men, commanded by Lieutenant
Antonio Narbona. Arriving at Zuni Pueblo on 21 November
1804, the commander of the expedition split his troops into
two groups to pursue the warring bands of Navahos. These
two groups included Pueblo Indians as auxiliaries. They
came from Laguna, Acoma and Isleta,86 totaling approximately one hundred plus two scouts from Zuni. 87 Lieutenant
Nicolas Farin of Laguna commanded the second group while
Narbona took charge of the other in a campaign hindered by
82. Pedro de Nava to Governor Chac6n, Chihuahua, 31 December 1794, NMA, Document 1303a.
83. Pedro de Nava to Governor Cbac6n, Chihuahua, 29 August 1799, NMA, Document
146l.
84. Joseph Manuel Ochoa, Commandant of Troops in the El Paso Area, to Governor
Chac6n, 30 November 1800, NMA, Document 1519.
85. Diary of Governor Chac6n, Santa Fe, 31 August 1801, NMA, Document 1565.
86. Chac6n to Lieutenant Nicolas Farin, Santa Fe, 20 November 1804, NMA, Document 1774.
87. Ibid.
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heavy snows. Little success was attained by the expedition,
and Navaho disturbances continued intermittently for the
next three years.
The status of Pueblo Indians as auxiliaries in the Spanish
army had undergone considerable change during the past
four decades. No longer were they denied horses or firearms
as had been their experience in the year 1762-1763 when
Spain secured Louisiana from France, thus causing great
changes in basic Spanish Indian policy. Muster roles of the
New Mexico militia in 1806 revealed that Pueblo Indians,
although listed separately, still comprised an important part
of that force. Thus, there were 199 Pueblo Indians at the four
pueblos of Sandia, Cochiti, San Felipe and Santo Domingo,
for example, who were mounted and armed. There were more
than three hundred Pueblos at these same four locations who
were dismounted and armed, and the four towns reflected
the possession of seventy-six firearms. 88
By 1808 there were three companies of militia, consisting
of sixty-one men each, enlisted to aid the regular troops. They
received no pay for their services and usually had to furnish
their own uniforms, provisions and most of their equipment. 89
The Indian auxiliaries did likewise in their campaigns against
hostile Apaches and occasionally rebellious Navahos. Furthermore, they were employed in scouting expeditions against
real and suspected encroachments by North Americans. 9o
88. Muster Rolls of New Mexico, San Carlos de Alameda, 19 July 1806, NMA, Document 1995.
89. Hubert H. Bancroft, Arizona and New Mexico (San Francisco: The History Como.
pany, 1889), Volume XVII of thirty-nine volumes The Works of Hubert Howe Bancroft,
305. Although the author used Pino's Exposici6n (see note 93) as his source on the miiltia
at this time, there is some discrepancy in his figures for that source says there were three
companies of sixty~nine men each.
90. Governor Real Alencaster to Lieutenant Nicolas de Almanza and Lieutenant Ignacio Sotelo, Instructions, Santa Fe, 18 April 1807, NMA, Document 2049, describes the
dispatch of a military and Indian expedition to observe the known passes of the Sangre
de Cristo Mountains. Interim Governor Alberto Maynez later issued instructions to the
Commandant of the Taos Detachment for two scouting forces to depart every eight days,
one to the Rio de las Animas (perhaps the Purgatoire River of Southern Colorado since
its lengthy name was the Rio de las Animas Perdidas en Purgatorio) and the other to the
Rio Arriba del Norte (undoubtedly the Upper Rio Grande). The purpose of both of these
reconnaissance expeditions was to report suspected North American encroachments.
Pueblo Indians participated in these ventures. Each member was supplied with two horses
and a mule. See Maynez, Instructions, Santa Fe, 20 June 1808, NMA, Document 2122.
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For their role as loyal allies, Pueblos and other tribes were
rewarded with gifts of commercial articles and clothing. The
interim governor of New Mexico was advised to use all possible means to acquire and maintain their friendship, but
particularly he was to offer gifts and trade articles which
they especially appreciated. 91 It is apparent that Indian auxiliaries were also rewarded with food when on campaigns, because cattle were slaughtered to provide them meat. 92 The
policy of giving presents, which had been initiated by .1\.nza
in 1786, was continued for all tribes. These gifts included
coats and blue capes with red lapels for the chiefs, three-cornered hats, medals, food and wine. 93
A detailed study of New Mexico's defense was made in
1812 by Pedro Bautista Pino. He reviewed the continuous
state of war experienced by the province since its settlement,
concluding that in spite of being surrounded by thirty-three
nations of "gentiles" (hostile or non-Christian Indians), the
Spaniards had not lost one handful of land from New Mexico's original boundaries. 94
To retain the territory, however, it was necessary to have
1,500 men under arms,95 consisting of a "veteran company"
(Presidio of Santa Fe), militia and auxiliaries. The "veteran
company" was composed of 121 troops, of which thirty always guarded the horse herd, fifteen were on guard duty in
the capital, seven were at Sevilleta to watch the Apache frontier, and the scattered remainder were supported at the expense of the settlers. 96 To augment these inadequate forces,
militia troops in three companies, each commanded by a captain,97 were recruited from the citizenry since each person
91. Commandant General Nemesio Salcedo to Interim Governor Joseph Manrrique,
Chihuahua, 14 May 1810, NMA, Document 2321.
92. Bill of Sergeant Jose Alaxi, 7 March 1810, NMA, Document 2296.
93. Don Pedro Bautista Pino, Exposici6n Sucinta y Sencilla de la Provincia del Nuevo
Mexico (Cadiz: Imprenta del Estado Mayor General, 1812), found in AGI, Guadalajara
This printed document is included within the cited tomo itself. In addition, there is a
translation of it in H. Bailey Carroll and J. Villasana Haggard (trans.), Three New Mexico
Chronicles (Albuquerque: The Quivira Society, 1942).
94. Ibid., 14.
95. Ibid., 15.
96. Ibid., 16.
97. Ibid., 19-20.
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(including Indians) was obligated to present himself for an
annual tour of duty. Serving without pay, each had to bring
his own horses, shotguns, pistols, bows and arrows, and provisions for a forty-five-day tour which sometimes was extended to reach a total of two or three months. 98
Since the province now contained more than 24,000 Spanish settlers and about 16,000 Indians,99 the depredations of
hostile Indian groups were not so widely felt as in the previous
century. Yet, campaigns continued and Pueblo contingents
played a major part in their success. Sporadic disturbances
by Faraon, Mescalero and Gila Apaches, plus marauding
bands of Navajos, led to Pueblo retaliatory actions and requests of other Indian tribes, such as the Utes, for assistance
of the Pueblos against the "Naciones del Norte." 100 Success
must have been achieved occasionally for one authority noted
that the Pueblo of San Juan had on display the heads of three
Apaches taken in 1810,1°1
General campaigns during the period 1810-1821 were not
only conducted against rebellious Apache and Navajo bands,
but for reconnaissance purposes against reported United
States' encroachments. For an unstated purpose, but one
which was probably to investigate the reported presence of
North Americans, in 1817, one circular sent by the interim
governor of New Mexico clearly reveals the manner in which
campaign forces were recruited and collected. This circular
served as an official order to the alcaldes of Cochiti, Alameda,
Albuquerque, Belen, Santo Domingo, Laguna, Zuni, Santa
Cruz de la Canada, Abiquiu,. Taos, Vado, Jemez and EI
Paso. 102 It stated the rendezvous points for an expedition of
fifty days and ordered all who reported to assembly points to
98. Ibid., 15.
99. Ibid., 47.
100. Circular of Joseph Manrrique to Alcaldes Mayores, Santa Fe, 5 October 1812,
NMA, Document 2459.
101. Manrrique to Salcedo, Santa Fe, 16 July 1810, NMA, Document 2339.
102. Circular of Interim Governor Pedro Maria Allande to tbe Alcaldes of This Province
and Those of the Governor of EI Paso, Year of 1817, NMA, Document 2686. This campaign
was probably to locate a large party of North Americans which friendly Apaches had reported seeing. Reference NMA, Document 2714.
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do so "equipped and armed."103 Each alcalde was ordered to
select a certain designated number of men in his jurisdiction
and dispatch them to the appointed rendezvous, being certain
that they arrived on the specified date. Here an appointed
officer, either from the Presidio or the militia, would take
charge of the unified force for the ensuing campaign.l°4
Indian auxiliaries, of course, were obtained in this manner, as may be noted from a close scrutiny of the addressees in
the above circular. Another expedition in the following year,
led by Second Lieutenant Jose Maria de Arce, to search for
"foreigners" encroaching upon Comanche country, involved
120 settlers and Indians of the Pueblo of Taos. Included were
twenty-nine mounted Indians and twenty-three on foot,
armed with thirty-three guns, thirty-nine lances and numerous bows and arrows. 105
Navajo hostilities again occupied the majority of Spain's
defensive forces in New Mexico from 1818 to 1821. Pueblo
Indian auxiliaries, now organized into companies of both
cavalry and infantry as at Cochiti, for example,106 were employed during the uprising. After raids of isolated Navajo
groups in midsummer, 1818, the Spaniards collected extensive campaign forces, including Indian allies, at Jemez and
Zuni pueblos. Campaign contributions of the pueblos included
more than just troops, for food 107 and livestock, such as bulls,
cows and oxen, were furnished from both pueblos and Spanish settlements. 108
Jemez contributed greatly to these Navajo campaigns.
Alcalde Ignacio Maria Sanchez Vergara maintained constant
direct communication with the governor, advising him of ex103. Ibid.
104. Numbers of persons, commanders, designated rendezvous points and dates estab-

lished may be examined for the 1817 campaign in the document cited in f.n. 102.
105. Alfred B. Thomas, "Documents Bearing upon the Northern Frontier of New
Mexico, 1818-1819," (Santa Fe, 1929). This is a reprint of the author's earlier article iu
the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW.
106. Company of Cavalry and Infantry, Alcaldia of Cochiti, 5 November 1819, NMA,
Document 2857.
107. See the Returns of Socorro, Sevilleta, Belen, Tome, Jemez, Taos, etc., 18 Septeln-

ber-16 November 1818, NMA, Document 2747.
108. See the Returns of the Alcaldias of Belen, Albuquerque, Alameda, Cochiti, Jemez,
etc., 5-22 May 1819, NMA, Document 2812.
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109. Sanchez Vergara to Governor AIlande, Jemez, 29 June 1818, NMA, Document 2728.
110. General State Manifested of the Number of Men United in This Pueblo of Jemez
to Operate on the Expedition to Navajo under the Command of Captain Antonio Cabeza
de Vaca, NMA, Document 2994.
111. Facundo Melgaresto the Ayuntamiento of Santa Fe, 27 August 1821, NMA, Document, 3019.
112. Reeve, "Navaho-Spanish Diplomacy, 1770-1790," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW,
XXXV, No.3 (July, 1960), 210.
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on behalf of the Spaniards against the common foe. Third,
auxiliary forces were always an integral part of the Spanish
armies, and as such were acquiring provisions, horses and
firearms, three of the basic goals of the hostile tribes, with
out endangering continued tribal existence.
Most important, however, was the precedent set by the
Pueblo Indian auxiliaries. Their use, particularly during the
period described when Spain was endeavoring to defend her
tremendous territorial expanse in the largely uninhabited
north, set the standard for the future recruitment of all New
Mexico auxiliaries. Spanish authorities gradually improved
recruiting, equipping, organization, tactical employment and
maintenance of Pueblo auxiliaries during the eighteenth century. Mistakes undoubtedly were made, but Spain profited
from them in dealing with future friendly Indian tribes. During the crucial period from 1770 to 1786 New Mexico largely
solved her problem of defense against hostile tribes, assuring
her continued occupation of the region until Mexican independence was achieved.
The cultural and social ties between Spaniards and Pueblo
Indians were greatly strengthened by the use of auxiliaries
on campaigns. Both groups, serving in close association on
repeated expeditions, established a military bond of friendship. This alliance, therefore, contributed to the interchange
of ideas, customs, language and military traditions, further
linking the two allies and establishing the mixed civilization
which may be observed to this day.
Spain came to rely heavily upon the aid of her auxiliary
forces, which swelled to overwhelming odds when six strong
allies appeared to oppose one foe by 1788. Campaign forces
always reflected this reliance for auxiliaries usually comprised one-third to one-half (sometimes more) of the total
expeditionary force. Certainly Pueblo Indians were the most
dependable portion of the New Mexico militia. But were they
really members of that militia? Campaign levies and organizational plans, returns of New Mexico jurisdictions, and muster rolls indicate that Indians were always reflected and
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treated separately. Yet, although they were listed apart from
other militia members, they were included on these rolls.
Therefore, it is apparent that Pueblos and other auxiliaries
were considered as being members of the militia for administrative purposes, but for operational ones they were completely independent of the regular organization, having their
own cacique or alcalde, who reported directly to the commander of the expedition.
The use of Pueblo Indians as auxiliaries for the inadequate Spanish regular army on the New Mexico frontier was
only a link in three centuries of the Spanish chain of defense
which relied upon Indian auxiliaries everywhere. However,
this was a most important link for it enabled Spain to preserve
her occupation of New Mexico after Onate's settlement from
1598to 1605. Gradually Spain overcame the serious menace of
the indios Mrbaros in the latter half of the eighteenth century. By 1821 the isolationism of the province, caused by the
earlier complete encirclement of the settled region by hostile
tribes, had been overcome.
Once comparative tranquillity had been established, New
Mexico's continued occupation and growth were no longer
jeopardized. The Pueblo Indians played a significant role in
the achievement of this objective. Without their military aid
and extreme loyalty Spain could not have achieved the pacification of her nothern frontier. Just as Cortes had recognized
the importance of Tlascalan auxiliaries in the reduction of
the Aztecs three centuries earlier, Spain had largely completed the "conquest" of New Mexico by 1821, using the same
technique.
The adaptability of Pueblo Indians to warfare against
hostile forces did not end with the Spanish withdrawal from
the North American Continent. Both Mexico and the United
States, each in its turn, recognized the loyalty, military use-fulness and intertribal hatreds of the Pueblos. During the
remainder of the nineteenth century these two countries employed Pueblo auxiliary forces, particularly on campaigns
against Apaches. The precedent set by Spain was adopted
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by others who discovered the necessity of augmenting inadequate military forces. Perhaps, more than any other factor,
Pueblo Indian auxiliaries served their homeland to achieve its
pacification and ultimate stability.

REMINISCENCES OF EMANUEL ROSENWALD

Edited by FLOYD S. FIERMAN *
Introduction
to conceive that the bearded face whose photoI graphdifficult
is included among these pages was a frontier advenT IS

turer. This dignified gentleman, Emanuel Rosenwald, photographed by J. N. Furlong 1 of Las Vegas, New Mexico, was a
rugged pioneer. He carries a name that has not been forgotten
in the Land of Enchantment.
Emanuel Rosenwald and his brother, Joseph Rosenwald,2
• Temple Mount Sinai, 900 North Oregon St., EI Paso, Texas.
1. Correspondence with Mrs. E. A. Medearis, the Library of the Museum of New
Mexico, February 16, 1961.
2. The parents of Joseph and Emanuel were: David L. Rosenwald (born June 25,
1803, died in New York, May 15, 1877) and Amelia Gutmann (born [?], died September 6,
1861), whom he married on May 2, 1830. Besides Joseph and Emanuel, they had six other
children. Helene (born July 6, 1831, died September 20, 1898) married Jacob Goldsmith
(born August 29,1827, died July 24,1890). They lived in Trinidad, Colorado. Joseph (see
notes below). Jette (born January 1, 1836, died December 23, 1904) married David
Gottlieb (born May 21, 1844, died [?]) on November 27, 1868. Emanuel (see notes below).
Aron (born August 23, 1840, died in Albuquerque, September 13, 1908) married Elise
Uhlfelder (born June 22, 1855) of Regensburg on November 7, 1875. Julie (born February
3, 1843, died [?]) married Phillip Strauss (born [?], died [?]), date unknown. Edward
(born October 5, 1845, died in Albuquerque, November 4, 1903) was married twice.
Edward married his first wife, Nina Uhlfelder (born August 20, 1856, died January 25,
1883), in 1880. He married a cousin, Helene Rosenwald (born May 10, 1859, died [?]).
Leopold (born July 24, 1848, died June 1, 1856).
Joseph Rosenwald was born in Dittenhofen, Germany on December 12, 1838, and died
on May 14, 1888. He married Bona Levisohn (born July 13,1850). They had five children.
Leon was born March 3, 1872 in Las Vegas, New Mexico. He married Sadie Mershfield
(born September 13, 1875) in 1899. RUdolph (born November, 1873, died May 15, 1874).
Amelia (born December 6,1874, died December 22,1874). Max (born February 26, 1875 in
Las Vegas, New Mexico). He married S. Lehman (born August 16, 1880) on June 20,
1901. David J., born July 18, 1898, in Las Vegas, New Mexico, married Edith Rosengarten
(born January 2, 1887) on February 12, 1908. Lucian Rosenwald, Family Genealogy prepared November 27, 1930 and revised September 28, 1943.
Emanuel Rosenwald was born in Dittenhofen, May 10, 1838 and died in Las Vegas,
New Mexico on April 23, 1915. He married Elise Apfelbaum of Furth (born April 13, 1852,
died in Las Vegas, New Mexico, March 25, 1913) on December 8, 1872. Emanuel and Elise
Apfelbaum had four children. Cecilia, born in Las Vegas, New Mexico, November 16, 1873,
died July 29, 1931, in Albuquerque, New Mexico. He married Hannchen Bonnheim of
Atlanta, Georgia (born December 27, 1873) on October 9, 1898. Lucian was born in Las
Vegas, New Mexico, on February 9, 1875. Lucian married Emma Floerscheim (born April
17, 1880) of Kansas City, Missouri, on September 18, 1901. David E. was born, June 30,
1877. He married Jennie Kraus of Baltimore, Maryland, on January 3, 1924. Gilbert Eliseo
was born February 17, 1885 and married Jennie Baum (born July 1, 1888) of Kansas City,
Missouri on July 10, 1912. Lucian Rosenwald, op. cit.
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were typical of the Jewish people who had the courage and
the foresight to migrate to the Southwest during the last half
of the nineteenth century. Like the Spiegelbergs, the Fruedenthal and Lesinsky families, the Ilfelds, the Staabs and the
Bibos, the Rosenwalds were freighters, sutlers, Indian traders, soldiers, government contractors, and finally bankers 3
and sedentary merchants. 4
While Emanuel Rosenwald and his family left no diaries
for posterity to peruse, like the Libro 5 of Jose Maria Flores of
Paso del Norte, there are other sources that afford us more
than a glimpse of their enterprising and daring. Both Charles
F. Coan and Ralph E. Twitchell,6 prominent New Mexico historians, are generous in the space they have allotted to the
Rosenwalds 7 and in their comments concerning them. They
are luminaries in the star-studded Coan-Twitchell biograFor further information concerning the children of Emanuel and Elise Apfelbaum
Rosenwald (Cecilio, Gilbert Eliseo, Lucian and David Emanuel Rosenwald) in Las Vegas,
New Mexico, consult: Ralph E. Twitchell, Leading Facts of New Mexican Himory, Cedar
Rapids, The Torch Press, c. 1917, Vol. V, p. 236. For information concerning the Rosenwalds in Albuquerque, consult: Charles F. Coan, A History of New Mexico, Vol. II, PP. 146148. American Historical Society, Inc., Chicago and New York, c. 1925.
3. The Rosenwalds (Joseph and Emanuel) took part in the organization of the San
Miguel National Bank in Old Town (Las Vegas) in 1880. F. Stanley, The Las Vegas New
Mexico StOry, p. 311. World Press, Inc., c. 1951.
4. Consult Floyd S. Fierman, Some Early Jewish Settlers on the Southwest Frontier,
Texas Western Press, 1960.
5. Dr. Rex Strickland of Texas Western College is in the possession of the "Libro"
of Jose Maria Flores, which, while incomplete, is a diary and record book of items of
interest recorded by Jose Maria Flores in the Paso del Norte area.
6. Coan, op. cit. Twitchell, op. cit.
7. The various Business Directories record: McKenney's Business Directory of the
Principal Towns of Central and Southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, Southern
Colorado, and Kansas, Oakland, California, Pacific Press, 1882-83, p. 319, ·'Las Vegas"
Rosenwald J. and Co. gen. mdse. Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, Wyoming and
Arizona Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1884-85. Chicago,' R. L. Polk and Co. and A. C.
Denser, p. 306, "Albuquerque" Rosenwald Bros. (Aaron and Edward) general store,
Railroad Ave. and 3d. P. 332, "Las Vegas" Rosenwald, J. and Co. (Joseph and Emanuel
Rosenwald) general store, SS Plaza. Southern Pacific Director for 1888-9, San Francisco,
McKenny Directory, P. 446, UAlbuquerque" Rosenwald Bros. (Aron and Edward) gen.
mdse. cor. Railroad Ave. and Third. P. 470, "Las Vegas" Rosenwald J. and Co. (Joseph
and Emanuel Rosenwald) gen. mdse. SS. Plaza. Polk's New Mexico and Arizona Pictorial
State Gazetteer and Business Directory, 1912-13. P. 138, "Albuquerque" Rosenwald Bros.
(David S. and Sidney V.) department store, SE Corner 4th and Central Ave. Rosenwald,
David S. (Rosenwald Bros., Inc. Rosenwald Bros. and New Mexico Cigar Co. SE Corner
4th and Central Avenue. [Also] Vice President, Tongue Pressed Brick, Tile, Improvement
Co. Rosenwald, Sidney V. (Rosenwald Bros. and New Mexico Cigar Co. SE Corner 4th
and Central Avenue.) P. 267, "Las Vegas" Rosenwald E. and Son (Emanuel and Cecilio)
gen. store.
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phies. The -Southwest business directories are meticulous in
the notations which describe their interests. The Las Vegas
and Albuquerque periodicals contain their frequent advertisements, and a laudatory notice 8 spells out their impact on
new Mexico community life and economy.
A series of telegrams 9 sent by Joseph Rosenwald and
Company, from the years 1877-79, document the variety of
items which they sold and the nature and extent of the Rosenwald commercial dealings. A telegram to Bartels Bros. and
Company in EI Moro, on June 11, 1877, which concludes,
"ship by fast mule," sharply informs the reader that there
was "fast freight" on the frontier as well as "slow freight,"
and that Joseph Rosenwald and Company had occasion to
use it.
Neither were the Rosenwalds unaware of the economic
opportunities to supply the Southwest army posts, which in
1859 10 numbered sixteen. On the record is a contractU dated
8. See Appendix I.
9. See Appendix II.
10. "The era of military freighters upon the Great Plains dawned in 1846 with the
outbreak of the War with Mexico, when General s. W. Kearney's diminutive Army of the
West straggled off across the prairie to capture Santa Fe. To send an expeditionary force
of 1,701 officers and men into enemy territory about a thousand miles from it, bare of
supplies at Fort Leavenworth, was not as foolhardy as it might seem. The merchant
freighters to Santa Fe, Chihuahua, and other points far in the interior of Mexico had
already demonstrated that any amount of goods desired could be transported over the Santa
Fe Trail.
"In 1846 and 1847 the army organized its own trains and hired civilian drivers or
bullwhackers. Owing to ignorance of Army officers concerning the highly specialized business
of freighting across the Great Plains, inefficiency of bullwhackers and efficiency of raiding
Indians, this plan proved a total failure in 1847. War department officials in Washington
wisely acknowledged the inability of the Army to transport its own supplies and instructed
the quartermaster at Fort Leavenworth to make contracts with civilian freighters.
"By the annexation of New Mexico, and the regions of the West as far as the Pacific
Ocean, the United States shouldered the heavy responsibility for keeping in subjection the
fierce tribes who inhabited these areas. This task involved the establishment of permanent
military posts with year-around garrisons. By 1849 there were seven of these with troops
totaling 987. Ten years later the number of posts had risen to sixteen. Everyone, situated
as they were in barren regions incapable of supporting them, had to be supplied with
goods hauled in wagons from the Missouri River." Raymond W. Settle and Mary Lund
Settle, Empire On Wheels. c. 1949, Stanford University Press, pp. 3 and 4.
11. "Contract Between Bvt. Lieut. Col. M. I. Ludington, Chief Qr. Mr. Dist. of New
Mexico, and Emanuel Rosenwald for the delivery of 300,000 lbs. of Corn at Fort Sumner,
N. M., dated May 31, 1869." "Contract between Bt. Major Chas. McClure and E. Rosenwald
for the supply of Beans at Forts Bascom and Sumner, N. M. from January 1, 1869 to
June 30th, 1869. Price $8.00 per pound." American Jewish Archives, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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January 1, 1869, between Brevet Major Charles McClure and
Emanuel Rosenwald to ship beans to Fort Bascom, New Mexico, and Fort Sumner, New Mexico, and another contract
dated May 31, 1869, between Lieutenant Colonel M. 1. Ludington, Chief Quartermaster of the District of New Mexico,
with Emanuel Rosenwald to supply corn to Fort Sumner,
New Mexico. Such contracts could be hazardous as well as
profitable. There was always a risk involved. Indian attacks,
a drought, or a dishonest partner could ruin a man as quickly
as a desert flash flood could speed down an arroyo. Suppliers
like Emanuel were required by the government to furnish a
bond guaranteeing that they would meet their part of the
contract. Emanuel Rosenwald's corn contract with Lieutenant Colonel Ludington, for example, carried a $15,000 performance bond.
But the richest lode of Rosenwald information is encountered through clues and data provided by living members of
the Rosenwald family. About nine years ago, while the writer
sought the old paths of Jewish pioneers now covered by pinon
trees, melted adobes and new business names, he learned that
Joseph's granddaughter, Miss Janet Rosenwald, resided in
Santa Fe. A meeting with her resulted in the writer obtaining a copy of the "Reminiscences of Emanuel Rosenwald."
According to Robert E. Rosenwald of Kansas City, Missouri,
a grandson of Emanuel, these Reminiscences were dictated
to his father, Lucian, by Emanuel on the occasion of Emanuel's seventieth birthday.12
An interview with Mrs. Samuel (Jetty) Whitehead
[Weiskopf] 13 in Albuquerque, the niece of Joseph and Emanuel and the daughter of Aaron [Aron] Rosenwald, helped to
clarify and define the various Rosenwald ventures. There
12. Correspondence with Robert E. Rosenwald, Kansas City, Missouri, May 15, 1961.
Miss Janet Rosenwald advises: "I am not sure that there is an original of the Emanuel
Rosenwald Reminiscences. All I have is a notebook containing the story as dictated by
him. The first part of the stOry is in my father's handwriting, the remainder in my
mother's hand. It was my impression that they took this down directly from his dictation.
However, the story may have been copied by them from a written account. .. !' Correspondence with Miss Janet Rosenwald, Jnne 2, 1961.
13. Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Whitehead (Weiskopf) in Albuquerque,
February, 1961.
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were four brothers-Joseph, Emanuel, Aaron and Edwardwho were engaged in the New Mexico trade. The Rosenwald
enterprises after a precarious beginning were located principally in two communities, Las Vegas and Albuquerque.
These two enterprises were operated by two brothers in each
community. Joseph and Emanuel exercised their efforts in
Las Vegas and their younger brothers, Aaron and Edward,
utilized their talents in Albuquerque. Aaron initially was employed by Emanuel and Joseph in Trinidad. Subsequently,
the brothers parted amicably and Aaron and Edward went
into business in Old Town Albuquerque.
It is the "Reminiscences of Emanuel Rosenwald" that imprint the early excursions of this family in the Southwest.
These Reminiscences and a genealogy of the family prepared
by Lucian enable us to fit together the fragmentary records
of the Rosenwald activities on the frontier.

Reminiscences of Emanuel Rosenwald
We went to school in Dittenhofen. Joseph being the oldest
of the family, as was customary in those days, was given the
benefit of all educational advantages as our parents could
afford. After he was thirteen years of age, he was sent to
Uncle David Kitzinger to Mklerlbach for a commercial education. He was then sent to the dry goods firm of Joseph Bauman in Fuerth, where he remained for a few years. In 1851
he left Germany, going to the United States. I remained in
Dittenhofen until my fifteenth year, going to school till thirteen years of age. Thereafter I helped my father in his livestock trading, dealing in hogs and in farming.
Joe landed in New York and from there went to Baltimore
where he was started in clothing business in Staunton, Vir~
ginia, by the uncles at Baltimore.
In 185311eft for America and landed in New York on the
Fourth of July after a voyage of seven weeks on the sailing
vessel Isaac Bell, sailing from Havre. I was met at the vessel
by my uncle David Goodman, remained with him, till the
uncles in Baltimore feared that he would keep me perma-
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nently, as he had no boys, and upon the first opportunity the
uncles had, I was taken to Baltimore. I remained in Baltimore
for a number of weeks and then Joe came from Staunton and
upon his return I went West with him. In Staunton I helped
Joe to the best of my ability and during the winter I was sent
to school to learn the language. The firm name was Goodman
and Company.14 Jose probably received enough pay to board
both himself and myself at the Virginia Hotel, the pay for my
work consisted of free board.
Some months after my arrival at Staunton in 1853 a railroad was built into Staunton. The firm of Goodman and Company then opened the second store of which Joe took charge,
while I was put in charge of the first store. We carried a line
of men's clothing manufactured by H. Goodman and Bros.
at Baltimore. Business at the new store was not highly satisfactory. On Yom Kippur 15 of 1854 as I was fasting, Joe took
care of the' store of which I had charge. He then concluded
that the second store was not profitable and the following day
combined the two stocks. Shortly thereafter we concluded
that the business did not pay and therefore moved our stock
to Richmond. We opened business in Richmond, where we remained about a year, but did not meet with success. We then
concluded to go West and removed to Burlington,16 Iowa,
14. A perusal of the newspapers in Staunton, Virginia from 1860 through 1895 discloses no record of advertisements for Goodman and Company. The census records of
1850, 1860, and 1870 are also unrevealing. The deed indices in the Staunton city clerk's
office have no record of Goodman and Company. Inquiries made to the Maryland Historical
Society, Baltimore, Maryland, the Virginia State Library at Richmond, Virginia, and the
Virginia Historical Society, Richmond. Virginia, were equally unrewarding.
Yom Kippur is a Jewish Holyday. It falls on the tenth day of tbe Hebrew month
of Tishri. Rosh Hashonah is the Jewish New Year and falls on the first day of the Hebrew
month of Tishri. The ten days between Rosh Hashonah and Yom Kippur are days of penitence which culminate on Yom Kippur which is a day of total fasting from sundown on
the previous day to sundown on Yom Kippur. It appears that Joseph Rosenwald was not
as observant a Jew as was Emanuel for Emanuel informs us that Joseph kept the store
open and remained there all day while Emanuel fasted.
16. "Burlington is in Des Moines Co., on the Mississippi, and Fort Des Moines, now the
city of Des Moines, is on the Des Moines river, about central in the State. Our various
county histories do not seem to have the name of Rosenwald. Our first city directory for
Des Moines is 1875, and the Rosenwalds were not listed. Our first Burlington directory is
1874 and there is not a listing for the Rosenwalds. It is possible that the family moved just
enough not to be listed in the county histories." The State Historical Society of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa, March 27, 1961.
In 1829 the present site of Burlington was occupied by a branch of the American Fur
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where we were in the same line of business with stock furnished by Goodman and Company. Shortly after going into
business in Burlington, Joe decided to open a store at Fort
Des Moines, Iowa. I remained in Burlington about a year and
as Joe desired to go further West, we moved our Burlington
stock to Fort Des Moines. During these days I was not a partner, but was learning the business.
About 1856 Joe started from Des Moines to find another
location, going up the Missouri River as far as Sioux City.
He bought some fine town lots which were soon thereafter
converted into the Missouri River. He had been fairly successful in Des Moines as his total assets were covered by the lots
which he bought in Sioux City. He then returned to Fort Des
Moines, and we moved our stock to Wyandotte, Kansas,17
where we also invested (where we got the money I do not
remember) in the Wyandotte Town Coo's townsite. We were
in Wyandotte some length of time doing fairly well, trading
with the Indians. For a short time I had a little branch store
at Parkville,18 but soon moved [the Parkville] stock back to
Wyandotte. Thereafter, we removed to Lawrence, Kansas.
There Jacob Goldsmith,19 who had married my sister Helene,
joined us.
When we left Wyandotte, we quit trading with Goodman
and Co. and declared our independence of them even though
we were owing them considerable money. From Lawrence I
went to New York to buy a general line of men's furnishing
goods on credit.
Company, which had established a trading post which went into effect June, 1833. The
Black Hawk treaty was signed September 21, 1832, and went into effect June, 1833. The
pioneers built cabins and ferries, and the city developed rapidly. Augustine M. Antrobus,
The History of Des Moines County, S. J. Clark Co., c. 1915.
17. Wyandotte, Kansas, later became Kansas City, Kansas. "On March 6, 1866. Kansas
City, Armourdale, Wyandotte and Armstrong combined as first class city and took the name
Kansas City." William Frank Zornow, Kansas, University of Oklahoma Press, c. 1957.
18. Parkville. In the early 1840's, this was one of the most important towns on the
Missouri River. ranking with or even surpassing Kansas City. In the 1850's, when the
slavery question caused unrest and bloodshed all along the Kansas border, the citizens of
Parkville were active on both sides. Sponsored by the Missouri State Highway Department,
Missouri, Duell, Sloan and Pearce. c. 1941, P. 496.
19. Jacob Goldsmith (born August 29, 1827, died July 24, 1890) married Helen Rosenwald, Emanuel's sister (born July 6,1831, died September 20,1898). They spent their latter
years at Trinidad, Colorado.
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Philip Strauss 20 was at that time living in Leavenworth.
Joe formed a partnership with him and Henry Rosenfield. 21
They bought a trainload of spirits on credit and started for
Camp Floyd,22 Utah by bull team from Leavenworth. They
were on the road three months, undergoing the most severe
hardships. Majors-Waddell and CO. 23 provided the train for
transportation at Camp Floyd, the firm [Joseph Rosenwald
and Henry Rosenfield] manufactured whiskey from the
spirits they had transported, bottling the goods at night and
selling their entire production each day. The firm made considerable money there and would have cleared more had not
Henry Rosenfield taken out in trade what was due the firm
from the saloon keepers to whom the firm sold some of their
goods. At this point the firm also had a cargo soldier trade.
Joe narrowly escaped being killed by these soldiers at various
times.
They finally sold out and Joe went to Denver. In the meantime I was endeavoring to sell our stock at Lawrence and then
accompanied Goldsmith and family to Baltimore. After a
short stay there I started on my trip to meet Joe in Denver.
I had money enough of my own to take me there, but when I
arrived at Leavenworth, I went to Wyandotte where we had
a law suit for some money due us on some lands and instead
of getting money out of the case, I had to pay what little
20. Phillip Strauss was married to another sister of Emanuel, Julie. Julie Rosenwald
was born February 3, 1843, in Dittenhofen. There is no reference to the date of her death
or to the birth or death date of Philip Strauss.
21. Henry Rosenfield of Leavenworth. The Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka,
Kansas, replies: "We have no information on Henry Rosenfield." Correspondence with
Miss Alberta Pantle, April 3, 1961.
22. Camp Floyd, Utah, was a military post near the town of Fairfield, in Cedar Valley,
about forty miles to the Southwest. Troops were stationed at the post, at first called Camp
Floyd and later Fort Crittenden, until 1861, when they left for more urgent duty. Robert
E. Stowers and John M. Ellis, Charles A. Scott's "Diary of the Utah Expedition, 18571861," Utah Historical Quarterly, April, 1960, p. 157, Utah State Historical Society, Salt
Lake City.
23. "From 1855 to 1861, [William H.] Russell, [Alexander] Majors, and [William
Bradford] Waddell, were regarded as the most influential, most substantial businessmen in
the West. Their notes, acceptances and drafts were readily negotiable anywhere and for
any amount within the broad limits of reason. Their purchases of oxeD, corn, hogs and
other farm produces bolstered agriculture in Western Missouri and Kansas Territory, and
the wages paid their employees constituted a financial back-log for the same area.
Settle and Settle, op. city., p. xiv.
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money I had for costs and lawyer's fees in the case which
left me without means to reach Denver. My good friends had
insufficient funds to aid me. By Pony Express Joe then sent
me the required amount for transportation. I went to Denver
by Overland Mail Coach, saw thousands upon thousands of
buffaloes, deer, etc. upon the plains. In Denver we bought two
ox wagons fully equipped and one mule wagon, sufficient groceries and liquors and started down to the Arkansas river
where Fort Wise [Colorado] was building at the time. Joe
drove one wagon, I drove the second and a man who had come
with Joe from Camp Floyd drove the third arriving near the
side of the Fort. We camped there till part of our stock was
sold and we [left when we] received orders from [the] commanding officer to move on.
We took the remainder of our stock from here to Pike's
Peak. On our way up we were followed by a band of Indians
they being on the opposite side of the river. We, however,
escaped them. We traded our entire remaining stock for potatoes, took them to Denver, peddled them out and after finishing with their sale we sold our oxen wagons and started in
our mule wagon for Wyandotte, Kansas. [Mules were faster
than oxen.]
From Denver we took along as an act of charity a doctor
who was stranded there without means. Before leaving Denver, we were informed by the man who had been with us in
Arkansas that some desperados were watching for our departure to follow and rob us. We evaded them, lost but little
time on the road, making the trip via the cut-off and reached
the Platte River camping ground during the night. In due
time after a tedious journey we reached Wyandotte late in
the Fall of 1860. That Fall the Confederate Flag was raised
in Kansas City. The Wyandotte residents were very much
perturbed and troubled by this. We remained in Wyandotte
during the winter during which time we made preparations
to take a stock of goods to the Rocky Mountains. We ordered
ten ox wagons made to order in Westport, contracted for our
cattle and in the Spring of 1861 we loaded the train with
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provisions which we bought in Kansas City and started on
our journey, for California Gulch 24 now Leadville [Colorado]. Our train consisted of ten freight wagons, three yoke
of cattle to each wagon and a number of extra cattle for emergency use. Joe acted as wagon boss. [The company consisted
of] the oldest son of Silas Armstrong,25 a Wyandotte chief,
assistant wagon boss, [and] a cook. I had the pleasure to
exercise myself in driving the extra cattle which were very
wild and could run faster than I could ride. Occasionally I
relieved some wagon driver. The three horses we had were
used by Joe Armstrong and myself. Our first camp was near
Westport. In those days tents were not known for use except
in the army and bedding other than a buffalo robe and some
blankets was not carried. Usually our berth was under some
wagon. During the first night we had a severe rain which continued for many days making travel very slow and difficult.
We usually slept in the rain till thoroughly soaked. As a last
resource we would remove to some of the wagons and there
complete the night. After getting out of the territory of
Kansas on the Platte we encountered warm weather to such
an extent that we had to set tires [?] almost every day. The
24. California Gulch. "Later in the autumn a party of prospectors . . . crossed the
range and discovered good diggings in a gulch on the headwaters of the Arkansas river~
which they named California. . . . The first house erected in the new mines was on the
present site of Leadville, and the place was called Oro City. The post office, which was
established at this place, being removed in
two and half miles up the gulch, the name
followed it and Oro City left its first location open for subsequent development by other
town locaters. California Gulch was thickly populated for six miles and had two important
towns besides Oro, namely Malta and Slabtown." Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Nevada, Colorado and Wyoming, The History Company,
Vol. XXV, pp.
25. "We have no information about any of the men you mention except Silas Arm~
strong. A genealogical sketch of his family is found on page
of The Provisional Government of Nebraska Territory and The Journals of William Walker, edited by William E.
Connelley, Lincoln, Nebraska,
" 'Two blocks north of Barnett Avenue and a block south of Minnesota Avenue, the
principal street of the city', is Armstrong Avenue. No Indian name is better known on
the West Side than that of Armstrong. Silas Armstrong was a great chief of the Wyandottes and was president of the company which laid out the old city of Wyandotte. Armstrong was a man of intelligence about the average. He died December
at the age
of
and was buried in the Huron cemetery.' "
Quoted from Kansas City Star, June 3,
Correspondence with Alberta Pantle,
Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas, April 6, 1961.
[The answer to the question mark in brackets, inserted by Rabbi Fierman, might be
that the wooden wheels shrank in the warm dry weather which would cause a loosening
of the iron tire. It could be tightened by inserting pegs at intervals between the tire and
the wooden wheel. F.D.R.]
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only article on the plains were buffalo chips (the dried manure). We managed to commence climbing the Rockies, passing through Canon City [Colorado] 26 and with a great deal
of trouble we finally reached California Gulch which was also
at times called Oro (Gold) City. [See Reference 24]. We unloaded our goods and commenced business. We bought a long
house large enough to hold all the goods and enough space for
living rooms. Our wagons and teams we sent back to Wyandotte and wintered the cattle there. All sales were paid in gold
dust, credit business was unknown. Gold dust was handled
as rapidly as coin is today. We remained there all winter.
Wagon transportation over the mountains during winter was
impossible. Any goods had to be brought in at that time
loaded on burros. At times snow came to the level of the
roof of our cabin. We kept an open way for our customers.
We remained there over a year trading with the miners. At
intervals we took the gold dust to Denver where it was sold
to Kountz Bros. 27 (same firm as now in New York) and other
banks. We made considerable money there in merchandising.
We also did placer mining which did not prove profitable. Had
it not been for the terrible climate and character of the miners
we might have remained there. We opened a branch at "Buckskin Joe"28 leavingJ. Goldsmith and Sam Jeffers [?] in
charge at California Gulch.
26. Canon City, Colorado, is the chief town and county seat in Fremont County. In
1884, it had a population of 3,000. Large silver and copper smelters were located here.
Bancroft, op. cit., PP. 606-608.
27. The Rocky Mountain News. December 2, 1862, reads: "New Banking and Exchange
House. Mr. Kountz from Omaha, will open today or tomorrow at the corner of Blake and
L Streets, in Cheeseman and Company's brick Store, an exchange and gold dust office.
He will pay the highest figures for gold dust in exchange for coin, Treasury notes, and first
class bank currencies. Mr. Kountz is a gentleman of high business character, Substantial,
Straightforward and Solvent for anything and everything he may do."
"The bank was nationalized, and the name changed from 'Kountz Brothers' to the
'Colorado National Bank of Denver,' on August 1, 1866." Correspondence with Mrs.
Laura Allyn Ekstrom, The State Historical Society of Colorado, Denver, Colorado, April 6,
1961.
28. Buckskin Joe was in Park County. The COWrado Magazine place name series has
this to say about it: "Many of the towns that grew up at placer mining claims took the
name of the discoverers of the claims; Buckskin. Joseph Higginbottom, nicknamed Buckskin Joe for the leather garb he affected, made a placer strike here, his claim proving ex-
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"Buckskin Joe" was also a mining camp. We remained
there only a short time. In the fall of '61 we moved to Canon
City, remained there during the winter selling out our stock
of goods. Goldsmith closed out at California Gulch and moved
to Denver starting a business there. Before moving to Canon
City, Joe went East and during the fall brought three loads
of apples to Denver where I met him, Phil Strauss taking
charge of our Canon City store. My object in going to Denver
was to inform Joe of the death of our mother. Do not recall
how long we were in Denver or where we went.
Thereafter Joe went to Forth Smith,29 Arkansas, and procured settlership [sutlership] for a Kansas regiment (settlership-merchandising privilege for a regiment.) Goods
were shipped him from Leavenworth and Eastern points.
I went to Fort Scott,SO Kansas, and went into business.
Phil Strauss followed later on, remained a short time, and
joined Joe in Fort Smith. While here we had repeated scares
tremely rich. The camp adopted his name, but in 1861 the district was reorganized and
the town was named LAURETTE, in honor of the only two women residents-Mrs. Laura
Dodge and her sister. Mrs. Jeanette Dodge. The following year, however. the post office
adopted the old name of Buckskin, although the camp continued to be known as Laurette.
No trace of the old town now remains (1940)." Correspondence with Mrs. Laura Allyn
Ekstrom, The State Historical Society of Colorado, Denver, Colorado, May 26, 1961.
29. "Fort Smith [Arkansas] was one of the earliest of the great chain of frontier posts.
Its founding dates back to 1817, when a permanent military post was required for the
increasing white population in Western Arkansas and also for the civilized Indian tribes
in the Osage territory. . . . The post was named in honor of General Thomas A. Smith.
. . . Fort Smith, in 1858, was described as a town containing 2500 inhabitants, exclusive
of the garrison. The place supported two newspapers; one, the Fort Smith Times • . •
Banks were unknown, gold and silver being the only currency. The chief trade was with
the Cherokees and the Choctaws in the Indian territory. Fort Smith could be termed the
western outpost of civilization. There was not another town of equal size or importance
on the entire route [Butterfield Route] after leaving here until Los Angeles, California,
1900 miles distant, was reached." R. P. Conkling and M. B. Conkling, The Butterfield Overland Mail (1857.1869), A. H. Clark Company, c. 1947, Vol. 1, p. 217.
SO. "The site [of Fort Scott] was selected in April, 1842, because it was ideally located
on the Military Road from Fort Leavenworth south to Fort Gibson. . . . The strategic
position on the Marmaton River was finally decided upon as the best possible situation.
. . • The primary reason for the selection of the site was to afford protection to the
Military Road then being surveyed. . . . Throughout the first generation of ita long and
exciting history, Fort Scott provided the stage for the activities of a variety of important
figures in the history of Kansas in particulsr and the upper-Trans-Mississippi West in
general. . . . Fort Scott was finally abandoned as a United States Army Post on April
16, 187S." Dudley T. Cornish, The Historical Significance of FOTt Scott, Kansas, Kansas
State Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas; A Guide to Fort Scott, Kansas, Compiled by
WPA in the State of Kansas, Sponsored by Fort Scott Chamber of Commerce, 1941.
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on account of Quantrell. 31 We were repeatedly called out at
night time to the Town Hall to be prepared to defend the
town. The building I occupied was put up by Rothschild 32 of
Leavenworth as on account of local conditions it would have
been dangerous for me to put it up. Before doors and windows
were in, I moved stock into it, to prevent the Government
from taking the place. The Government could take any unoccupied building, but once occupied could not do so. In the rear
of the main store we had a stone building with iron doors
used for warehouse. Remained at Fort Scott a short time. I
was taken seriously ill with typhoid. Upon recovery went to
Leavenworth.
In the meantime, Joe left Fort Smith for Leavenworth,
leaving Phil Strauss in charge. In Leavenworth we had a furnishing goods business. At this time the price of gold was declining rapidly. We had a great deal of high priced goods
which Joe could replace for much less money. This condition
worried us much. On one of our customary walks I suggested
that we take the high priced goods to New Mexico. Joe agreed
and next day we hired three mule wagons from Ed Shumaker 33 [Shoemaker] of Fort Union and shortly thereafter
started these wagons on the Santa Fe trail in New Mexico.
31. "History records that William Clarke Quantrell (1837-1865), whose guerrillafighting militia struck terror to thousands during the Civil War, died from gunshot wounds
in Kentucky during the Spring of 1864. Frank Dalton, uncle of the notorious Dalton gang
and cousin of Frank and Jesse James . . . says Quantrell did not die in Kentucky, but
recovered and later taught school in Texas for many years . . . .
"The true name of Quantrell was Charles Hart. He graduated from a military school
in 1860 and went to Lawrence, Kansas. . . ." Garland R. Farmer, "A Dalton Tells the
Story of Quantrell," Frontier Times, Bandera, Texas. Vol. XVIII, No.1, October, 1940.
Pp. 443-444.
"In August, 1863, the then notorious outlaw, William Quantrell, and those under his
command staged the outrage at Lawrence, Kansas, which has come to be known as "The
Lawrence Massacre/' in which innocent persons were killed. United States cavalrymen were
ordered in pursuit of the raiders, which was made by virtue of the famous "Order
No. 11" by the terms of which the desperadoes were to be hunted and harassed constantly." Maior Morris U. Lively, "Breakup of the Notorious Quantrell Gang." Ibid.,
Vol. XIX, pp. 256, 257.
32. Rothschild of Leavenworth. The Kansas State Historical Society, Topeka, Kansas,
replies: "We have no information on Rothschild of Leavenworth." Correspondence with
Miss Alberta Pantle, April 3, 1961.
33. Ed Shumaker [Shoemaker] was a sutler at Fort Union, New Mexico, north of
Las Vegas. The Shumaker family became a prominent family in San Miguel County;
Fort Union is now a national monument.
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Then Joe started for New York to buy cheaper goods. We
bought considerable goods in Leavenworth to complete the
assortment for New Mexico. Amongst these were pdnts costing us 40 cents a yard, coffee, sugar, whiskey, etc. We paid
freight from $18.00 to $20.00 per 100 [pounds].
While Joe was in New York, Phil Strauss shipped all the
Fort Smith goods to Leavenworth. The greater portion of
these were stolen by the U. S. troops. About this time all business houses at Leavenworth were closed when General [Sterling] Price 34 started moving through Missouri. All able
bodied men were pressed into militia service. I had no one
to look after our place as the young man who was with me
was put into service too. We were kept at Fort Leavenworth
doing regular military duty.
Just before being sent from Fort Leavenworth, Phil
Strauss arrived. Before knowing that the troops were to
leave, I procured a pass to see Phillip as I had a letter to deliver to him notifying him of the death of his mother. I remained with him somewhat longer than my pass permitted. I
had been ordered from Fort Leavenworth to Brush Creek,35
Missouri, and I sneaked into the ranks while the troops were
being loaded into wagons for transportation to Kansas City.
We arrived at Kansas City about noon. From there I telegraphed "goodbye" to as many relatives as my money could
pay for. We marched to Westport-on the way out we met
a great many soldiers returning from the battlefield at Brush
Creek. These were deserters who informed us that we would
soon be doing the same thing. Arriving at Westport late in
the afternoon, we saw the wounded brought into town. While
marching we heard the firing on the battlefield at Brush
34. General [Sterling] Price was born in Virginia and he served in Missouri. On
July 20, 1847, he was made a Brigadier General in the Missouri Volunteers. He was given
an honorable discharge, November 25, 1848. During the Civil War he served as a Major
General in the Confederate Army. He died September 29, 1867. F. B. Heitman, Historical
Register and Dictionary of the U. S. Army (1791-1903), Washington, D. C.• Vol. I, p. 807.
General Sterling Price engaged in the battle of Pea Ridge and was wounded at Elkhorn Tavern. An inscription reads "'Here was fought the most important Civil War en·
gagement west of the Mississippi. . . ." Conkling and Conkling, op. cit., Vol. 1, pp. 196-197.
"Brush Creek was a small post office located in Laclede County." The State Historical Society of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, May 31, 1961.
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Creek. After a slight rest at Westport landing 36 we were
marched to the battlefield at Brush Creek to camp there for
the night. During the night an aide-de-camp from the Governor of Kansas brought an order to the officer in command to
return to Kansas City early the next day to take the boat to
Leavenworth. We did not know why we were so suddenly
ordered returned as we supposed the enemy had gotten into
Kansas. At Leavenworth we were discharged. Served about
six weeks in State Militia for which we had to date received
no pay.
Upon our return to Leavenworth, the landing was
crowded with the families of those who had been sent out
with the militia. I was agreeably surprised to find Joe there
with Phil Strauss. A few days afterwards I took the stage
from Kansas City to Las Vegas, New Mexico. We had to stop
at Fort Dodge (now Dodge City) as we had to await the stage
which left Kansas City a week after we did, as we had to
travel from there with military escort. We had to cross 240
miles which was entirely unsettled at the time and the Indians
were very unfriendly to the whites. The tramp from Kansas
City to Las Vegas cost $160 and we were obliged to do our
own cooking. We ran entirely out of provisions a day before
reaching Fort Wise,37 Colorado (afterwards Fort Lyon) and
36. "After the Independence had proved the Missouri River navigable by steamboats
in 1819. and the Indians had been removed in 1825. western Missouri began filling in with
settlers. Jackson County was organized in 1826. with the county seat some ten miles
east of Chouteau's settlement at Independence; this rapidly became the principal outfitting point for wagon freighting to Santa Fe. . . . The trail to Santa Fe lay west from
Independence, crossing the Big Blue River some four or five miles south of the Missouri
River.
"West of this ford and the long hill beyond it, John Calvin McCoy built a store in
1832. . . . The following year he platted Westport. . . . The town vied with Independence
as the eastern terminus of the Santa Fe Trail.
"Meanwhile the settlement at Chouteau's Post. called 'Westport Landing' by both
Westport and Independence. had grown into a prosperous community. . . . When Ceran
St. Vrain and William Bent, famous fur traders on the upper Arkansas River. began
.hauling their freight direct to the landing. they established a precedent that was followed
by others. Soon 'Westport Landing' was an active community with a thriving trade of
its own." Missouri, Ope cit., pp.244-245.
37. "In 1853. Colonel William Bent, having abandoned his great trading post on the
Arkansas River, moved downstream about forty miles and established a second post called
Bent's New Fort. The following year it was leased to the United States Army and renamed
Fort Fauntleroy in honor of Colonel Fauntleroy of the old First Dragoons. In 1859, the
post was purchased by the government and was named Fort Wise for Henry Alexander
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were fortunate enough to meet some Mexicans in camp who
provided us with food. At Fort Wise we were permitted to
start along again and travelled alone encountering terrible
weather. We, however, reached Las Vegas none the worse for
the trip, late in the winter of 1862.
Here I awaited the arrival of the goods which in due time
reached me. These were disposed of in total to W. H. Moore 38
and Company of Fort Union, New Mexico. There was no
difficulty in disposing of the goods as many dealers in town
actually begged for portions of them. They would have bought
anything that came along. Payment for sale was made in Government drafts and notes which I forwarded to Joe at
Leavenworth.
After this sale, I started on return trip via Denver, Colorado. On the Divide at the Stage Station which we reached
late at night in extremely cold weather we stopped for supper
being about half frozen when we reached there and where we
took off our arms and coats. After supper we started out
again and after an hour's trip we heard horsemen coming
after us. [They] stopped the stage and accused me of having
stolen a pistol. After some argument with them assisted by
a true friend, a Captain in the Army, I gave them my address
in Denver at which I would be found in case they had any evidence against me. Finally, they let us go and arrived in due
time in Denver. There I remained a few weeks. During that
time they had a cloudburst and Cherry Creek 39 which usually
Wise, governor of Virginia. When Virginia joined the Confederacy at the outbreak of the
Civil War,. the fort was again renamed, this time in honor of General Nathaniel Lyon,
the first Union general killed in the war. In 1866. the river cut away the bank. making
the fort untenable; a new Fort Lyon was built about twenty miles up the river. . . . Kit
Carson died on the Fort Lyon reservation, May 23. 1868. The old post is now a Veterans'
Psychopathic Hospital," Colorado Magazine. Vol. XVIII, No.1. January, 1941.
38. William H. Moore was prominent among the stockholders in the Moreno Placer
Fields. Other stockholders of note were Lucian B. Maxwell and William Kroenig. Mines
and Minerals of New Me",ico, New Mexico Bureau of Immigration. Santa Fe. New Mexico
Printing Co.• c. 1901.
39. Cherry Creek was named because of the abundance of chokecherries on its banks.
It is a right hand branch of the South Platte River. At the juncture of the two streams in
the late summer of 1858 a camp was located within the present limits of Denver and it
was designated by tbe camp as "Cherry Creek," but later the settlements. one on eacb
side of the creek, were called Auraria and Denver, finally both Were known as Denver.
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was dry the greater portion of the year carried such a torrent
of water that the flood undermined some of the best business
buildings in Denver.
I then took [the] stage to Leavenworth being detained by
high water numerous times. At one of the rivers in Kansas
we found the ferry boat on our side without anyone to handle
it. The ferry boat was what today is called a barge. We however managed to get over the river with it. Finally [I] reached
Leavenworth in good condition though thoroughly worn out
by the trip.
We then determined to quit Kansas and come to New Mexico as my first trip had been so successful.
Joe went East to purchase our supplies. We engaged
thirty prairie schooners which we started in the spring of
1863. All came to Las Vegas in good order except seven
wagons which were attacked by Indians near Fort Dodge.
Some of the people were killed and a great many goods stolen
by the Indians. When we learned of this attack, I telegraphed
Joe at Leavenworth. He sent Joe Jeffers [?] to see that the
wagons were again started. In the meantime the military authorities at Fort Dodge had returned to Dodge with a great
many of our goods the soldiers [had] appropriated.
The wagons were again started and reached Las Vegas. We
unpacked the goods and found everything in confusion. Soaps,
silks, baking soda, all pell-mell. We found quite a large loss in
damaged goods and a large amount stolen.
Some months later Joe came to Las Vegas. We had our
goods partially stored but had such a large supply that Joe
took a large train load to Mesilla and from there to Juarez,
Mexico, where he disposed of all [of it] .
The designation of "Cherry Creek" was given in the Rocky Mountain News, December 25,
1882, p. 16, C. 1.
There were several Cherry Creek floods. the 1864 one being particularly disastrous. The
Rocky Mountain News office was built over the creek and was washed away in this flood.
In recent times Denver has built a retaining wall for the creek and other control measures
have been adopted. Correspondence with Mrs. Laura Allyn Ekstrom, The State Historical
Society of Colorado, Colorado, May 26, 1961.
Robert Rosenwald advises: "Martin Ismert, who was a philatelist and local historian,
told both my father [Lucian] and me that he was personally convinced that Emanuel
Rosenwald was the first Jewish trader at Cherry Creek, later Denver. This might be true,
although I have no way of knowing." Correspondence with Robert Rosenwald, May 16, 1961.
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We continued our business at Las Vegas as J. Rosenwald
and Company just as it had been in Leavenworth. Joe, Phil
Strauss and myself remained here together. In 1866 Phillip
and myself left for Germany. Joe continued the business at
Las Vegas. 40 There were but very few white families living
in Vegas.
On my return from Europe, I brought over my father, sister, Julia, and Edward. Aron was on his way to the United
States while I was going over. I had no knowledge of this till
I arrived in Germany. Shortly after I returned to Las Vegas,
Joe and Phillip Strauss went to New York and started in the
business of John Stadterman and Company, manufacturing
trimmings. During this absence from Vegas, Joe was married
to Doris Adler, lost his wife within a year. I then sold out the
business at Las Vegas and returned to New York with Aron
R. who had been with us for some time, in the belief that I
was to be taken into the firm of Stadterman and Company,
not having been advised that the firm at Las Vegas had failed.
When I arrived in New York I found myself without means
as all the money from the sale of the firm at Las Vegas had
been dissipated. We had to find some means of making a living and I started a clothing business with Aron at Westerly,
R. 1. We remained in Westerly all winter and then determined
40. The custom in New Mexico when engaging in trade was to obtain a commercial
license. Such a grant was given to Joseph Rosenwald to trade in Las Vegas, San Miguel
County in 1866.
Territory of New Mexico
County of San Miguel
Commercial License
Joseph Rosenwald and Company has made application before the undersigned in the
COURT OF PRUEBAS to obtain a license to sell his affects and merchandise in the city
of Las Vegas for a period of six months, certifying that affects and merchandise do not
exceed the value of 22,000 pesos.
Under the laws governing those things the applicant, Joseph Rosenwald and Company,
has license to sell the affects and merchandise in the city of Las Vegas, for a period of
six months, beginning the 18th day of September, 1866. The applicant has also promised
to pay the county a tax of a sum of 120 pesos.
Testimony given before me the
Court Official
Pruebas, Vegas, New Mexico
/Signed/ Jose L. Rivera
Scribe

4/1866

He was also granted a license to trade in Dona Ana County from November 28, 1865 to
May 28, 1866.
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to return to New Mexico either alone or with Joe. When I suggested this to Joe he was perfectly satisfied to go with me. I
rented my store building by correspondence, completed my
memoranda during the winter and in the early spring forwarded our stock from Westerly to New Y ork to be held there.
We purchased our stock of goods and Aron and I started for
New Mexico. Stadterman and Company compromised and
finally closed out, sending the remainder of their stock to New
Mexico.
In 1869 or '70 Joe was married to Bona Levisohn. He then
came to Las Vegas and brought Leopold Goldsmith with
him.
APPENDIX I

Telegrams sent by Joseph Rosenwald and Co., Las Vegas, New Mexico, 1877-79.
To: P. L. Strauss, 92 Duane St.,
New York June 11, 1877
Are you all well? Bought business of Romero Bros. and Co. Possession this week Telegraph answer.
JRand Co.
To: Rosenwald Bros. Trinidad, Colo.
June 11, 1877
Send by mule wagon 5 doz. each 30,40,50 white spools; 3 doz.1inen
handkerchiefs; 1 bale % Manta, 5 pieces cheap cottonade; 3 doz.
cheap brown overalls; 2 cases women's pegged shoes; 1 case
women's cheap sewed shoes; 10 doz. ladies' sewed shoes. Assorted
goods: 1 case men's common Balmorals; 2 doz. children's pegged
shoes, eleven to thirteen; 2 doz. boys' brogans, one to five; 1 case
men's common hats assorted; 50 suits cottonade and union cassmir
assorted, the highest not to exceed mvo [this seems to be a price
code]; 2 sacks best flour; 40 a very small assortment of ladies',
misses' and children's hats; 10 boxes each soap and candles; 2 boxes
soda; 1 barrel each rice and table salt; 25 pounds fancy candy.
To: Rosenwald Bros. Trinidad
Send one medium-size Charter Oak cooking stove.
JRandCo.
To: Rosenwald Bros.
June 12, 1877
Send with wagon one kitchen safe and rolling board and pin, two
large deep bread tin pans, 30 pounds heavy sackey [?] twine and
two doz. large sack needles.
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To: P. L. Strauss, 92 Duane St. New York
June 14, 1877
Ship immediately one 240 pound Fairbanks platform counter scale,
one smaller and one 1500-pound scale.
To: Greely Bros. & Co. St. Louis
June 15,1877
Send immediately 10 sack coffee each medium and prime; 10 sacks
sugar each extra C and A; 10 each yellow erasive and palen No.1;
20 candles; 1 barrel each rice, dd apples, flour; 100 Ibs. bar lead;
3 soda; 1 vinegar.
To: A. Armigo, Albuquerque
June 25, 1877
Will you take twelve and one half cents for your washed white
wool? (Chge)
To: P. L. Strauss, 229 E. 52 St.
Eureka: Depot opposite town very satisfactory to me.

May 4,1879
JR

To: Rosenwald Bros. Trinidad Colo.
July 12, 1879
Ship immediately 2500 pounds good Trinidad flour in sacks 50 and
100 pounds.
To: Guadalupe Ascarate, Las Cruces
Francisco Veltrain passed with train three days ago.

July 30, 1879
JRandCo.

To: Staab and Bros. Santa Fe
Send immediately ten ounces chloroform.

July 30, 1879
JR and Co.

APPENDIX II

Joseph Rosenwald was laid away this afternoon in that dreamless
sleep from which none ever wakes, till the trumpet of Gabriel announces
the resurrection morn.
A large concourse of friends attended the funeral this afternoonthe largest ever seen in Las Vegas. It has been well said that in the death
of Joseph Rosenwald Las Vegas has lost one of her most enterprising
citizens; the community, a member whose integrity, tested on many occasions, was found of sterling quality; and the wide circle of his private
friendship, an inestimable and congenial companion. While his decease
leaves a void in these associations, his demise is an irreparable loss to
his family, by whom he was revered as husband and father.
His death recalls some of the incidents of his useful and honorable
life, which deserve more than a passing notice. His foreign birth and
the immature age at which he embarked upon the troublous sea of active
life, under the disadvantage of being a stranger to our language and
customs, and his eminently successful career as a merchant, afford
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another illustration, among the many, of the value of sterling worth
accompanied by energy, perseverance, and ardent appreciation of our
republican system . . . successful life of a citizen. The land of his adoption was to him in verity a fatherland. His love for our institutions was
intensified by contr:ast with the narrow sphere of action afforded in the
country of his birth.
He was a native of Bavaria, a subject of the eccentric King Ludwig.
His quick apprehension and acute mind had suggested his being reared
for a profession, but the adversity which befel his father interrupted his
studies before their completion; so that at the age of fifteen he left the
paternal roof and landed in New York. Obtaining employment in Virginia, he was for a few years thrown into the company of a class of
men whose mould of manners and thought was calculated to impress
a youth with ideas of the value of culture and honorable conduct. By
struggling thrift he soon accumulated some means, and finding that
the Old Dominion lacked the opportunity for the exercise of youthful
energy, he soon took in the scope of the situation and determined upon
the adventurous hazard of frontier lfie.
About 1856 he went to Wyandotte and Leavenworth, and from those
points his adventures began. He freighted to Pikes Peak, Utah, and
other, at that time, remote and almost unknown places. In all his undertakings he was successful; but it was with regret that in after life he
referred to the mistakes in his career, and not the least in casting aside
his chances for large ownership in what is now Denver and the amazing
increase of the then insignificant colony of Salt Lake.
In 1864 he fixed his permanent home in Las Vegas, where he resided
till his death.
Success naturally induced a longing to return to the scenes where
refinement and culture were realities, and buckskin and camp life were
unknown except in adventurous recitals.
But although in New York he was fortunate enough to meet and
marry the lady who has been through his remaining years his companion
and blessing, he soon tired of the great metropolis and again returned
to the Rocky mountain region. Since 1871 he has been known as one of
New Mexico's most enterprising and reliable merchants. His business
has been large' and profitable, and has always been conducted on the'
broad-gauge plan peculiar to the west.
The almost unlimited credit which his house enjoyed at purchasing
centers, was due not so much to the belief in the bonanza wealth of those
who were then known as the Santa Fe traders, as to confidence which
his well-known integrity inspired.
With the sagacity indicative of his character, he was impressed
with the evident possibilities of his surroundings, and was foremost
among the citizens to encourage development. His influence was of as-
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sistance to the introduction of the railroad; and if his prescience was
rewarded with the usual result of such foresight in business matters,
it must be the subject of congratulation. The gas company, the street
railway, in both of which he was an original promoter, and over the
corporate existence of which he was the presiding genius, owe much to
his executive ability. The San Miguel bank was in its inception another
enterprise to which he added the force of his mental vigor. The numerous town additions, in which he was interested and from which he justly
reaped large returns, are other evidences of his hopeful enterprise and
his abiding faith in the prosperity of our town.
The street cars have been draped in mourning today, because of
the funeral of J. Rosenwald, a leading stockholder and promoter of the
enterprise. . . .
The pallbearers at the funeral of Joseph Rosenwald this afternoon,
were Jefferson,Reynolds, J. D. O'Bryan, S. L. Leon, J. M. Cunningham,
Eugenio Romero, F. A. Manzanares, S. Floersheim and Chas. Ilfeld. The
Daily Optic, Las Vegas, May 22, 1888.

JOHN BAPTIST SALPOINTE, 1825-1894

By SISTER EDWARD MARY ZERWEKH, C.S.J.
(Continued)

As determined by Bishop Lamy, Father Salpointe, who
had been given the faculties of Vicar Forane for the Territory, was to be pastor of Tucson with Father Boucard for an
assistant. Father Boucard would also take care of San Xavier.
Father Birmingham was assigned Gila City.27R A few weeks
a:fter their arrival in Tucson, Father Salpointe went to Gila
City with Father Birmingham to install him in his parish.
This town, with about one thousand inhabitants, had sprung
up since May, 1854, when gold had been discovered. Upon his
return, Father Salpointe installed Mr. Vincent as teacher of
the Papago Indians at San Xavier Mission, but because the
Indians were irregular in their attendance the school was
moved to Tucson.
In Tucson, school had to be taught in the priests' house
"which consisted of but one room 15 by 22 feet and a little
alcove."28 This condition lasted for about six months. "The
furniture of the priest's house comprised three chairs, a writing table and a pigeon hole case for papers, the whole of
which had been left in the care of W. S. Oury by Father Bosco,
for his successors."29
The circumstances under which the priests lived were
very meager as the following illustrates.
The people were generally inclined to help their priests,
but knowing the circumstances in which they were, the missionaries refrained from asking anything for themselves, except when it was absolutely necessary. Those located at Tucson
had for two years to depend for their personal expenses mostly
on what they had saved of the money they had received from
their Bishop for their journey to Arizona. It must be said,
27a. See note 16. F. D. R.
28. Salpointe, op. cit., p. 252.
29. Loc. cit.
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though that these priests were not extravagant in their way
of living. Very often they cooked for themselves; for beds they
had the clay floor of their room or of the yard, and the blankets
they had brought from New Mexico. When they had to visit
the scattered settlements, it was necessary for them to wait
until some other people would have to travel in the same direction, as they could not afford, many times, to hire a man to
accompany them..The scarcity of material resources was felt
especially, even later, by the priests who had to start new
missions. 3o

Also in Father Salpointe's own words we learn of the dangers the early missionaries faced from the presence of the
warring Apache Indians.
The life of the priests in Arizona, for some years from
1866, was one of hard work and privation. The frequent and
long journeys in a country infested by wild Indians made it
dangerous for them even to go a few miles out of their residence.. Whenever the mail came in, it brought invariably the
news of people having been murdered here or there by the
Apaches, so that when a journey had to be undertaken, one
would think of it for days and weeks in advance, fearing that
he might not come back to his home. This was expressed by a
missionary who used to say: "When I have to leave my house
for a visit to the distant settlements of my missions, I write
to my mother as if it were for the last time."
Speaking for myself, the writer of these notes, who, durthe nineteen years he spent in Arizona, had to travel in all directions through the Territory, always experienced a kind of
painful apprehension for a few days before starting on a long
journey; though he must say, he had never any trouble from
the Indians in Arizona. He saw their tracks on the roads; he
was once told by a mail carrier that he (the missionary) had
been followed by the Apaches for two nights and one day,
but was not attacked, very likely because he was known to the
savages, who did not wish to kill him, but were looking for an
opportunity to steal his horses without being noticed. Other
missionaries, and especially Rev. Boucard, found themselves in
great danger; still none of them had to suffer by it since 1866.
Indeed they must acknowledge that there has been a special
Providence watching over them. 31
80. Ibid., PP. 256-257.
81. Salpointe, op. cit., PP. 255-256.
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The hardships Father Salpointe and the other pioneer
priests had to meet did not deter them from accomplishing
the work God had entrusted to their care. The first task to be
done in Tucson was to complete the construction of the church
begun by Father Reghieri. The walls had reached a height of
about nine feet. With the help and contributions of the people
these walls were raised to a suitable height.
A difficulty was met, though, when it came to putting a
suitable roof on the edifice. Lumber in Tucson was too expensive to even consider collecting enough money from the parish to purchase it. Southeast of Tucson runs the Santa Rita
Mountain range, but the pine trees were up too high for cutting. Thus, except for constructing a temporary roof across
the sanctuary end, the finishing of the church remained at a
standstill.
In 1867, a school and convent, combined in the same buildmg, was begun next to the church. It did not take long to erect
the walls, but again came the problem of obtaining lumber
for the roof. In this case, however, Father Salpointe had the
cooperation of both Catholic and Protestants, because all
were anxious to have the Sisters' school start as soon as possible. Therefore, no objections were made at a new collection
which obtained enough money to procure lumber for both the
church and the school. Eighteen men agreed to go to the Huachuca Mountains 32 and cut the necessary lumber. Overcoming many obstacles, the wood was finally brought to Tucson
towards the end of 1868 and both buildings could be completed. 33 While his school was still under construction during
1868, Father Salpointe, through Bishop Lamy, asked for Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet to staff it, but was refused
at that time because there were no Sisters available. 34
In Tucson, 1866, there was a fever disease which was very
prevalent. It was believed to have been introduced and propagated by the many Mexicans coming from Sonora and was
probably contracted from using polluted water. During the
32. A mountain range about eighty miles southeast of Tucson.
33. Salpointe, op. cit., pp. 250-254.
34. Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., P. 250.
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three years when it was prevalent, the priests were kept busy
with sick calls and in the administration of the Last Rites
made necessary by this epidemic. It was probably this disease
that Father Salpointe contracted in July, 1866.
Four months had elapsed before word was received from
Father Birmingham who was stationed at Gila City. Because
of illness, he had left his mission and had gone to California
to improve his health. Father Salpointe decided to go immediately to Gila City and to administer the Sacraments to the
people. He left Tucson in July, when the heat of the desert
was at its height, and traveled for seven days covering the
three hundred miles, mostly on horseback. He reached Gila
City on a Sunday, said Mass and preached as usual, but in
the afternoon fell ill with chills and fever. Father Salpointe
had to remain four months at Gila City before he was well
enough to travel. "During this time the priest was given hospitality and all possible care in the house of Joseph M. Redondo, one of the principal citizens of the place."35 While recuperating, he had the church, begun by Father Birmingham,
finished by adding the roof. With Father Birmingham's departure only two priests were left in the entire missionary
Territory of Arizona. 36
On September 25,1868, Arizona was raised to a Vicariate
Apostolic and Father Salpointe appointed its Bishop. He had
to wait until early in 1869 before going to France to be consecrated. As soon as a priest from New Mexico came to relieve him, he started on his journey. On his arrival in France,
he went directly to the Bishop of his native diocese, the Right
Reverend Louis C. Feron, Bishop of Clermont Ferrand, and
asked him to be his consecrator. "The heart of the venerable
prelate warmed up again in his old age at such an honor conferred on him by the Almighty, as he used frequently to express it."37 Thus, "Bishop Feron had confirmed the boy, ordained the priest and consecrated the Bishop."38
35. Salpointe, op. cit., p. 252.
36. Ibid., pp. 252.253, 256.
37. Defouri, Historical Sketch of the Catholic Church In New Mexico, op. cit., p. 156.

38. Loc. cit.
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The ceremony took place on June 20, 1869, with Bishop
Lebreton of Le Puy, France, and Bishop Dubuis 39 of Galveston, Texas, assisting. After the celebrations Bishop Salpointe
received permission to recruit volunteers for his mission from
among the clergy. He succeeded in obtaining six volunteers. 4o
Before Bishop Salpointe returned to the United States,
he made his ad liminaApostolorum 41 visit to Pope Pius IX in
company with Bishop Machebeuf, Vicar Apostolic of the
newly erected Vicariate of Colorado. In Rome they stayed
with Reverend Francis Chatard 42 and had their private audience with the Pope. 43
. . . They asked for a common audience from Pope Pius
IX, who received them kindly, and inquired about the extent
of the territory, the population, and many things concerning
religion in the new Vicariates. In the same audience the Holy
Father, having been apprised of the scarcity of priests in Arizona as in Colorado, very willing dispensed the two new
Bishops from the obligation of remaining in Rome for the Vatican Council. 44
44. Salpointe, op. cit., p. 260.

When Bishop Salpointe had arrived in France, the news
awaited him that his school was finished and ready for occupancy. He immediately wrote to Mother St. John Facemaz,
Superior General of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet,
requesting Sisters.
39. Claude Mary Dubuis, Bishop of Galveston (1862.1892); Titular Bishop of Area
(1892-1895). He was born March 10, 1817 at Iche, Coutouvre Loire, and ordained on June
1, 1844 at Lyons. He did missionary and pastoral work in the diocese of Galveston, 18441862. He was consecrated on November 22, 1862 and attended the Vatican Council in 1870.
He died on May 22, 1895 in France. Cf. Code, op. cit., p. 87.
40. Reverends Peter Bourgade, Anthony Jouvenceau, Agustin Morin, Agustin Bernard,
John Chaucot and Andrew Escallier. Cf. Salpointe, op. cit., Pp. 260-26l.
41. Official visit paid by bishops to the Pope.
42. Francis Silas Chatard was born in Baltimore, December 13, 1834, and. ordained
at Rome in 1862. He was consecrated Bishop of Vincennes, Indiana on May 12, 1878. Cf.
The Memorial Volume, A History of the Third Plenary Council of Baltimore, op. cit., p. 90.
He died on September 7, 1918. Vincennes became the Diocese of Indianapolis on March 23,
1898 and on December 19, 1944 was elevated to an Archdiocese with Indianapolis its See
City.
43. Father S. [i1as] M. Chatard, Rome, to Archbishop J. B. Purcell, June, 1869,
(Notre Dame University Archives, South Bend, Indiana).
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I did not see you when I passed through St. Louis, because
my schoolhouse was not finished when I left Tucson, and I had
no hope it would be before my return to this place. Now I have
received notice that the said house will be prepared by the middle of next month and that our people is [sic] very anxious to
receive the Sisters. 45

Bishop Salpointe's letter of August 19, 1869, verifies the
promise he received of obtaining the Sisters for his Vicariate.
It was only on my return from Rome day before yesterday
that I was able to take note of your good letter of last June 24.
I thank you, Mother Superior, and your good Sisters for the
interest that you show and especially for the assurance you
give me that I shall find, when I stop at St. Louis, Sisters quite
disposed to leave for Arizona. . . .
I hope to leave here on the 9th of September and be in St.
Louis toward the end of the same month to continue the trip
to Arizona with the little colony of Sisters. 46

On his trip back to Arizona with his recruited priests,
Bishop Salpointe stopped at St. Louis, arriving in the fall of
1869. But, he was obliged to depart without the desired Sisters. Mother St. John promised him, however, to send the
Sisters after the annual profession of vows in March. Bishop
Salpointe agreed but in a letter to Mother St. John he said,
" . . . the people of my capital of Arizona are grieved to hear
that I shall arrive without the Sisters, whom they have waited
so long with impatience." 47
And, in a letter sent after he arrived in Tucson:
On my arrival in Tucson I had the pleasure of finding the
house of the Sisters of St. Joseph (this is the name we are giving it) entirely furnished and all my people almost in anger
against me because the Sisters had not arrived. For a long time
45. J. B. Salpointe, Lyon, France, to Mother St. John, Carondelet, June 5, 1869,
(Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet Archives, St. Louis, Missouri). Hereafter referred
to as S.J .C.A.
46. J. B. Salpointe, Clermont, France, to Mother Superior, Carondelet, August 19,
1869, (S.J.C.A.)
47. J. B. Salpointe, Las Cruces, New Mexico, to the Superior General, Sister St. John,
Carondelet, (Original in French), January 6, 1870, (S.J.C.A. )
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we have been in quest of the money which is sufficient for this
journey and which I will have reach you in a few days.48

As Mother St. John promised, seven Sisters 49 left St.
Louis on April 20, 1870, for Tucson. After an arduous trip,
coming the long way through San Francisco and San Diego,
they arrived in Tucson on May 26, 1870, Ascension Thursday,
amid a spectacular reception from. the people, including the
ringing of bells, fireworks, and the discharging of firearms. 50
It was the beautiful day of the Ascension at nightfall
when the pious colony made its entrance into the capital. The
good Sisters in their humility had chosen this advanced hour,
thinking thus they would not attract any attention. . . . As
to the celebration, nothing was lost; everybody was in the
street of the town, Protestants and Catholics alike, to give welcome and feteing [sic] to those sent by'Providence. 51

The school was a success from the beginning, and the coming of the Sisters to Tucson was considered by friends of education and civilization as the opening of a new era for
Arizona. This was the first Catholic school in Arizona.
Another school opened a few years later, 1875, by the
Sisters of St. Joseph was the Sacred Heart School at Yuma,
Arizona. This school was discontinued in February, 1891,
because the Gila River flooded and swept away the school and
convent. 52
In the part of the Vicariate which formed part of the
state of New Mexico a school was opened at Las Cruces by the
Loretto Sisters from Santa Fe in 1870. A boys' school was
established in the same town in 1873 by Bishop Salpointe
under the direction of a priest and a lay teacher, but it was
short-lived because of a flood in 1875. 53
48. J. B. Salpointe, Tucson, Arizona, to Madame, Sister St. John, Carondelet, (Original
in French), February 17,1870, (S.J.C.A.).
49. The members of the group were: Sister Emerentia Bonnefoy, as Superior, Sisters
Ambrosia Arnichaud, Euphrasia Suchey, Monica Corrigan, Hyacinth Blanc, Maxime
Croisat, and Martha Peters. Cf. Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., p. 251.
50. Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., pp. 250-254.
51. J. B. Salpointe, Tucson, Arizona, to Mother St. John, Carondelet, (Original in
French), June 3,1870, (S.J.C.A.).
52. Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., p. 260.
53. Salpointe, op. cit., pp. 262-264.
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The Sisters of Loretto opened another school at San Elizario in July, 1879,54 at the request of Father Peter Bourgade,55 the pastor. Although the same Sisters were requested
for the parish of Mesilla, New Mexico,56 they were unable to
send any Sisters to staff the new school. Therefore, Sisters of
Mercy 57 were obtained and arrived in 1880 to open the school.
Three years later the Sisters of Mercy staffed the parochial
school at Silver City, New Mexico. 58
Bishop Salpointe watched over all these educational endeavors with a paternal eye, conscious that these children
educated in Catholic schools would activate and preserve the
ancient Faith which the early missionaries gave their lives
to implant.
Another work of mercy inaugurated by the Sisters and
promoted by Bishop Salpointe was the caring for the sick.
In 1878, the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet commenced
a small hospital in Prescott, then the seat of the Territorial
government. In this venture they were encouraged and also
received financial aid from John C. Fremont, appointed Military Governor in that year.59
In Tucson, on April 24, 1880, Bishop Salpointe officiated
at the blessing of St. Mary's Hospital which he had built. It
was about a mile and a half west of the city near Mount St.
Joseph, novitiate of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. 60
This hospital was placed under the supervision of the Sisters
'",=,

54. Annals of San Elizario, Loretto Foundation, 1879, (Loretto Motherhouse Archives,
Loretto, Kentucky) •
55. Peter Bourgade was horn on October 17, 1843 in France and ordained on November 30, 1869 in Santa Fe by Bishop Lamy. He was appointed Vicar Apostolic of Arizona
on February 7, 1885, He became the first Bishop of the See of Tucson on May 8, 1897 and
Archbishop of Santa Fe on January 7, 1899, He died on May 17, 1908. Cf. Code, op. eit.,
p.25.
56. J. B. Salpointe, Tucson, to Mother M. Dafrosa, Superior of Loretto Academy,
Santa Fe, May 16, 1879, (Loretto Motherhouse Archives, Loretto, Kentucky).
57. The first superior was Mother Josephine Brennan, who came from the convent of
Mercy, Moate, Ireland. In 1881, two Mercy Sisters went to Ireland and procured five postulants who volunteered to work in the missions. Cf. Salpointe, op. cit., p. 284.
58. Salpointe, op. cit., p. 284.
59. Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., pp. 258-259.
60. This novitiate was begun in 1878 and closed in March, 1890. Cf. Salpointe, Tucson,
to Mother St. John, Carondelet, (Original in French), November 3, 1871, (S,J.C.A.). On
the closing of this novitiate cf. Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., Pp. 257-260, and Salpointe, op.
.
cit., p. 264.
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of St. Joseph and remained under diocesan control until October 7, 1882, at which time it was purchased by the Community.61
Soon after Arizona had been made a Vicariate, the parishes of Mesilla in New Mexico and Isleta and San Elizario
of EI Paso County, Texas, were added to it by the Holy See.
These parishes had been under the jurisdiction of the Bishop
of Durango, Mexico. Since Bishop Salpointe did not receive
any communication from the Bishop of Durango transferring
the jurisdiction of these parishes, he was not able to assign to
them the missionaries he had recently brought from France.
Although the trip to Durango was an arduous and long one,
requiring fifty traveling days alone, Bishop Salpointe undertook it, but found that the Bishop of Durango was absent, at
a distance of four hundred miles. Therefore, Bishop Salpointe
left for Tucson hoping that the Bishop of Durango would
receive his papers from Rome upon his return. After waiting
a few more months, Bishop Salpointe, in 1871, set out again
for Durango. 62
The only way to travel was on horseback or in private
conveyances. The country was sparsely settled, and dangerous
to go through on account of the two political parties then at
war against each other, and roaming in bands, here and there
around the settlements or ranches, rather in search of something to eat than their foes.
The Vicar Apostolic made his two journeys, about 3200
miles, going and returning, in company with one of his priests
and a servant. . . . Their means of transportation consisted
of a buggy for the Bishop and his priest, and a light spring
wagon to carry the little baggage and the victuals. No need
to say that they had to cook for themselves and to camp out
most of the nights. 63

This second trip was also to no avail because the Bishop
of Durango had not received any direct information from
the Holy See on the matter. However, a few months later the
61. Salpointe, op. cit., Pp. 268-269 ; Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., pp. 258-261.
62. Salpointe, op. cit., pp. 261-263.
63. Salpointe, op. cit., p. 263.
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Bishop of Durango wrote to Bishop Salpointe that he had
received the pontifical decree and, therefore, transferred the
jurisdiction of the parishes of Mesilla, Isleta, and San Elizario to the Vicariate of Arizona. 64
A portion of his flock that were never forgotten or neglected were the Indians within the Bishop's Vicariate. In
December, 1872, Bishop Salpointe received a letter from
Archbishop Blanchet 65 of Oregon urging him to join with
the Archbishop in authorizing the Archbishop of Baltimore
to appoint a Board or an Agent to represent the interests of
the Catholic Indian missions at a meeting to be held by the
Secretary of the Interior early in January, 1873. He also
asked Bishop Salpointe to give the Archbishop of Baltimore
details concerning the Indian tribes and agencies in the Arizona Vicariate as they existed at that time. Archbishop Blanchet enclosed in his letter the letter which he had received
from Reverend George Deshon, a Paulist Father, who at the
request of a friend had interested himself in the plight of the
Indian agencies and was making this meeting known to the
frontier Oregon Archbishop.66
Bishop Salpointe must have responded because he left
Tucson for Washington, D. C., in 1873, to negotiate for the
opening of a school at the Papago Indian mission of San
Xavier del Bac. On his way he stopped at the Motherhouse
of the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet in St. Louis and
asked for Sisters to teach in this mission school. On his return, three Sisters accompanied him back to Tucson on the
overland route, via Denver. In Trinidad one of the Sisters,
Sister Martha, was recognized by Sister Blandina Segale,
64. Ibid., pp. 262-263.
65. Francis Norbert Blanchet was born on September 3, 1795, at Quebec, Canada. He
was ordained on July 19, 1819. He did missionary and pastoral work in New Brunswick
and Montreal, Canada. In 1837, he was named Vicar General for the Oregon Territory and
on December I, 1843 was appointed its Vicar Apostolic. He was appointed Bishop of Oregon City on July 24, 1846, and also was named its Archbishop on the same date. He is
regarded as the Apostle of Oregon. He died on June 18, 1883 in Portland, Oregon. Cf. Code,
op. cit., PP. 18-19.
66. F. N. Blanchet, Archbishop of Oregon City, to J. B. Salpointe, December 14, 1872;
George Deshon, Congo St. Paul, Sandusky, Ohio, to F. N. Blanchet, November 28, 1872,
(Diocesan Archives, Tucson, Arizona).
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from the time Sister Blandina had stayed at Sister Martha's
convent in Kansas City while waiting for a train. 67 The caravan passed the Christmas holidays in Santa Fe and then
pressed on towards Tucson, arriving there at the end of January, 1874.68
The school at San Xavier had been started in September,
1873, by three Sisters from Tucson. When the Sisters arrived
at the Mission they found the buildings in a ruinous condition
and no traces remained of mission life of former days. Adjoining the Church were six rooms which the government
fixed up for classrooms. Evidently obstacles did not deter nor
discourage the missionaries as shown in the following letter
of Bishop Salpointe about San Xavier.
One year ago, in September, 1873, a school was opened at
the mission for the Indian children who are there taught by
the Sisters of St. Joseph under the director of the Catholic
Church. This school is supported by the United States Government. Although but little time has elapsed since the establishment of the school, it may be safely said that the results
have equalled the expectations: The Indian children have
proved themselves intelligent, attentive, and anxious to learn.
Their progress considering that they have to be instructed by
teachers ignorant of the Indian idiom, has been highly satisfactory, and everything tends to inspire the greatest hope for
the future in both a material and a moral sense.
The same results could confidently be expected from the
introduction of Catholic Schools among other Indian Tribes in
Arizona. . . . Unfortunately in spite of their inmost wishes
and of the often expressed desires of the tribes themselves all
initiative has been taken out of the hands of the Catholic clergy
by the fact that our Government has bestowed the care of all
the Indian tribes of the Territory, except the Papagoes, to the
Dutch Reformed Church. 69

Although the school for the Papagos was meeting with
success, it was discontinued in April, 1876, by order of the
67. Sister Blandina Segale, S.C., At the End of the Santa Fe Trail, (Milwaukee:
Bruce, 1948), p. 40.
68. Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., PP. 255-256.
69. J. B. Salpointe, Tucson, to John Gihnary Shea, New York, October I, 1874, (John
Gilmary Shea Letters, Collection of American Historical Society). Cf. "Church in Arizona,
Letter Oct. I, 1874," American Catholic Historical Record, XL (December, 1949), 226-227.
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Department of the Interior because the Papago agency was
combined with that of the Pima's. The Sisters were not recalled to teach again at the mission until 1888. Thus, the
Papagos remained for twelve years without an agent or any
educational provisions. 70
According to De Courcy and Shea, the Catholic population of the Vicariate in 1874 had
. . . sixteen churches and chapels, and was estimated at sixteen thousand two hundred and twenty, including fifteen hundred Papagos. These were at first placed by the government
under Catholics, but in a short time, they were taken away, in
defiance of every principle, and given to a Protestant denomination in order to harass and provoke the Catholic Indians and
their Catholic teachers, successors of those who had shed their
blood on that very soil while announcing the Christian faith. 71

With the number of towns increasing and the population
proportionally growing the task of Bishop Salpointe's visitation of his Vicariate became more exhausting. On July 2,
1877, he started on a visit to the missions of the Rio Grande
in New Mexico and Texas, accompanied by Octaviano A.
Larrazolo,72 having just spent the month of May visiting his
missions in central Arizona.
This visitation is recounted by Bishop Salpointe in a letter to the President of the Propagation of the Faith.
. . . My equipment, as usual, consisted of a little covered
wagon drawn by two horses, containing, behind the seat occu-

70.

Sister M. Lucida, op. cit., p. 272.
71. Henry De Courcy and John Gilmary Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the
United States: From the Earliest Settlement of the Country to the Present Time With Biographical Sketches, Accounts of Religious Orders, Councils, (New York: P. J. Kennedy,
1879) , p. 688.
72. While confirming in San Elizario, Texas, Bishop Salpointe saw a bright little
Mexican lad. He learned that the boy was a native of San Buenventura, near Chihuahua
and because he was an orphan had come up to live with relatives. The Bishop asked the
boy if he would like to go and live with him, to learn to read and write. In return he would
serve Mass and accompany the Bishop in his travels. The boy eagerly agreed. The boy
was Octaviano A. Larrazolo (1859-1930), later to become one of New Mexico's greatest
statesmen and orators. He was Governor of New Mexico (1919-1921) and also represented
New Mexico in the Senate of the federal government at Washington, D. C. Cf. The Old
Faith And Old Glory, op. cit., pp. 14-15; Salpointe, op. cit., p. 266; 75 [sic] Years of Service, 1859-193.1" op. cit., pp. 109, 115.
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pied by myself and the young man who accompanied me, the
blankets for camp beds, a few kitchen-wares, some food and
the vestments or liturgical objects I was to need. This way of
traveling which may seem very primitive to you is the one we
still have to resort to either because it is the least costly or because the stage-coach lines do not reach all the points we have
to go to. So, for more than one reason, I had to put up with a
sacrifice of time and personal comfort and subject myself to
a slow trip. . . . On the third day . . . I reached Fort Bowie
. . . they had just heard that the Indians had revolted along
the route I had to follow. . . . Through superstition, or any
other motives of the Indians, it is believed that they hardly
ever attack during the night. That is the time I chose to continue farther. . . . On July 24 I arrived at San Elizario,
Texas . . . to begin my pastoral visitation. 73

The report is quite lengthy and 'describes each town, giving approximate population, brief historical background,
condition of the church building and financial status of the
area, notes the principal industry or crops, and states the
number who received the Sacrament of Confirmation.
In one area outside of Las Cruces, New Mexico, Bishop
Salpointe encountered an epidemic of fever.
The sickness of the fever was spread throughout this locality, causing me to make up my mind, after visiting the sick
who asked my ministry, to postpone Confirmation at the time of
my return from other populations I still had to visit. . . .
After an absence of 25 days . . . I still found the people in
the same condition of health if not in a worse condition. Impossible to find in the village a family where there was not a
number of sick people to nurse. . . . I had . . . resolved to
stay to visit the sick. . . . Useless to say that I easily found
something to occupy myself. I hardly had time to recite my
breviary and take some food when my companion had managed to find me some. 74

After visiting all his missions, Bishop Salpointe went to
Silver City to meet Father Anthony Jouvenceau with whom
73. J. B. Salpointe, Tucson, to the President of the Propagation of the Faith, Paris,
France, (Original in French), November 4, 1877, (Diocesan Archives, Tucson, Arizona).
74. J. B. Salpointe to the President of the Propagation of the Faith, November 4,
1877, op. cit.
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they would return to Tucson. The news that greeted him was
that the Apaches had revolted and had killed nine persons the
day before on the road they had to pass over to Tucson.
. . . Nine victims of these savages had just been buried in the
same ceremony in the parish; others dangerously wounded
were on the point of death; it was said that 17 persons had
been killed by the Indians during the past two or three days.
. . . I used the system that I had already used, that of traveling by night and as quietly as possible.
I will not mention all that the imagination can picture
of gloom and hardship in front of real danger, in the places
where are still strewn the remains of the carriages of the baggage of those who were assassinated only a few days ago, and
this during four long days of voyage; the important thing for
us is that the second of October, exactly three months after my
departure, we arrived in Tucson without having the least
accident. 75

During those three months, Bishop Salpointe, according
to his own figures, covered one thousand six hundred eightyseven miles and administered the Sacrament of Confirmation
to one thousand seven hundred seventy-three individuals. 76
On February 12, 1875, Santa Fe was raised to an Archdiocese with the Vicars Apostolic of Colorado and Arizona
as suffragans. The Pallium was brought to New York by
Monsignor Roncetti, who had also been delegated to carry the
customary red biretta to Archbishop John McCloskey77 of
New York on the occasion of his elevation to the cardinalate.
Because Bishop Salpointe was in New York at this time he
was delegated by Monsignor Roncetti to invest Archbishop
Lamy with the Pallium. The ceremony took place on June 16,
1875, in the house of the Christian Brothers, St. Michael's
College, Santa Fe, because the old St. Francis' Cathedral was
75. J. B. Salpointe to the President of the Propagation of the Faith, November 4,
1877, op. cit.
76. Lac. cit.
77. Archbishop McCloskey, first American Cardinal, was born on March 10, 1810, and
ordained on January 12, 1834. He was consecrated on March 10, 1844 as coadjutor bishop
of New York; translated to tbe See of Albany on May 21, 1847; promoted to New York
on May 6, 1864; created Cardinal priest on March 15, 1875; died on October 10, 1885.
Cf. Code, op. cit., p. 218.
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too small. It was a joyous day marking a new epoch in the
history of the Church in that region. 7s
Another event of deep significance and jubilation was the
civic celebration in Tucson on March 17, 1880, to inaugurate
the opening of the railroad to California. Eloquent addresses
were given and telegrams sent to notable personages. The
following was sent to the Pope.
Tucson, Arizona
March 17, 1880
To His Holiness, the Pope of Rome, Italy:
The Mayor of Tucson begs the honor of reminding your Holiness that this ancient and honorable pueblo was founded by
the Spaniards under the sanction of the Church, more than
three centuries ago, and to inform your Holiness that a railroad from San Francisco, California now connects us with the
Christian world.
R. N. Leatherwood, Mayor
Asking your Benediction
J. B. Salpointe, Vic. Ap.79

Thus, Bishop Salpointe's duties and office often brought
him into contact with the civic leaders of city and state as the
highest local representative of the Church exercising jurisdiction in Tucson and the Territory of Arizona.
In 1883, Archbishop Lamy went to St. Louis with Bishop
Salpointe. From there, at the request of Archbishop Lamy,
he went to Rome to attend the meeting of the Archbishops
of the United States. The purpose of the Roman conference
was to prepare the agenda for the Third Plenary Council of
Baltimore to be held the following year. so
On April 4, 1884, Bishop Salpointe was back in Tucson
where a reporter obtained the following statement from him.
.. . "I have been in Tucson such a length of time. How long?
Eighteen years, from February, 1866, 1 came to America in
October, 1859, and my time has been spent in New Mexico and
Arizona." "Had you made a previous trip to the old world"?
"Yes, in 1869. You might add . . . that 1 brought with me
78. Salpointe, op. cit., pp. 265-266.
79. Arizona Weekly Star, (Tucson), March 25, 1880, (10), p. 4, col. 4.
80. Warner, Archbi.hop Lamy, An Epoch Maker, op. cit., p. 282.
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from France, Father Monfert and Reverend Lebreton who
will assist in missionary work in this Diocese. Two more will
come the latter part of the year, when they have finished their
theological studies. One is in Baltimore, the other at the American Seminary at Louvain, Belgium."81

The article goes on to say, "The Bishop is enjoying excellent health, and has already resumed his duties in Tucson,
with the same vigor as that of the past. 82
On April 22, 1884, Bishop Salpointe received his appointment as coadjutor to the Most Reverend John B. Lamy of
Santa Fe with the right of succession. He remained in Tucson,
as administrator of the Vicariate, until his successor, the
Reverend Peter Bourgade, pastor of Silver City, was appointed to succeed him on February 7,1885. 83
In leaving Arizona to labor in the Archdiocese of Santa
Fe, Bishop Salpointe's work was not forgotten. The foundations he laid for the future Diocese of Tucson, the impression
he made on his contemporaries, and the example he showed in
his own private life are lasting tributes to him. A favorable
impression of the frontier Bishop Salpointe is thus recorded
by one who observed him at this time.
Another important factor in the formative period of Arizona's growth is this figure walking briskly by, clad in a cassock of an ecclesiastic. It is Bishop Salpointe, a man of learning, great administrative capacity, and devoted to the interests
of his people. He preaches little, but practices much. In many
ways unknown to his flock he is busy with plans for their
spiritual and worldly advancement, and the work he accomplishes in establishing schools, both in Tucson and in the
Papago village of San Xavier is something that should not soon
be forgotten by the people benefited. He is very poor. All that
one can see in his house is a crucifix and a volume of precious
manuscript notes upon the Apaches and Papagoes. He seems
to be always cheerful. His poverty he freely shares with his
flock, and I have often thought that if he ever had any wealth
he would share that toO. 84
81. Prescott Weekly Courier, April 12, 1884 (III. 15), p. I, col. 7.
82. Ibid.
83. Salpointe, op. cit.. p. 271 ; Code, op. cit., p. 25.
84. John G. Bourke, On the Border With Crook. (2d ed.; New York: Charles Scribners'
Sons, 1902), P. 77.
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IV. Archbishop of Santa Fe, 1884-1894
During the time when Bishop Salpointe was awaiting in
Arizona the appointment of his successor, he was raised on
October 11, 1884, to the dignity of a Titular Archbishop being
given the ancient See of Anazarba. He also attended the
Third Plenary Council of Baltimore in company with Archbishop Lamy and Bishop Machebeuf in November, 1884.
It was February 19, 1885,1 before Archbishop Salpointe
arrived in Santa Fe to assume his duties as coadjutor to
Archbishop Lamy. During the preceding twenty years Archbishop Lamy had endeavored, without success, to obtain
government aid which would enable him to open Indian
schools. 2 Archbishop Salpointe took up the work and began
corresponding with the Indian Bureau in Washington, D. C.,
in an effort to supply New Mexico and Arizona with government support and to have Indian Agents appointed for Arizona and New Mexico. 3
Meanwhile May 1, 1885, the appointed day for the consecration of Bishop Bourgade arrived. 4 Archbishop Lamy
was the consecrator in the Santa Fe Cathedral, assisted by
Archbishop Salpointe and Bishop Machebeuf of Denver.
The procession having entered the Cathedral the imposing
ceremonies of consecration commenced. The venerable Archbishop himself addressed the vast assembly in Spanish, and
Rt. Rev. Bishop Machebeuf [sic] in English. After the ceremonies the procession returned to the Archepiscopal residence,
and the balance of the day was spent in festivities termination [sic] in the evening, as on the eve, by a fine display of
fireworks and the booming of the cannon. A day never to be
forgotten in Santa Fe, as it was the first ceremony of the kind
that ever took place in the ancient city.5

During the summer of that year, on August 6, 1885, Archbishop Salpointe received letters from Rome giving him no1. Diary Account of Archbishop Salpointe, (A.A.S.F.).
The Old Faith and Old Glory, op. cit., p. 14.
Diary Account of Archbishop Salpointe, (A.A.S.F.). Notation, March 30, 1885.
The Weekly Arizona Star. (Prescott), MaY 1,1885, (XXI, 8), p. I, col. 7.
Defouri, Historical Sketch of the Catholic Church in New Mexico, op. cit., P. 151.

2.
3.
4.
5.
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tice of his appointment as Archbishop of Santa Fe. 6 On
August 26, 1885, Archbishop Lamy formally resigned his
office. This resignation was read in all the churches of the
archdiocese on September 6, 1885. The introduction of it
follows.
For some years past we have asked for a coadjutor from
the Holy See to take from us the great responsibility which
weighted [sic] on our feeble shoulders since the year 1850,
when the supreme authority of the Church. thought fit to make
a new Diocese of New Mexico, and regardless of our little capacity to elect us as its first Bishop. Now our petition and resignation have been accepted. We rejoice to have for our successor Most Rev. Archbishop Salpointe, well known in this
archdiocese and very worthy to administer it for the good of
souls and the greater glory of God. 7

This resignation and farewell to the clergy and faithful
besides being read in all the Churches was printed in various
secular newspapers of the Territory, testifying to the importance and esteem in which Archbishop Lamy was held8
Archbishop Lamy conferred the pallium on Archbishop
Salpointe on November 21, 1885, in the chapel of the Loretto
Sisters in Santa Fe. 9 After this Archbishop Lamy retired to a
small country place north of Santa Fe which he had purchased in 1853. There he had built a small house and chapel
and as he said in his farewell he would "profit by the days
left . . . to prepare ourselves the better to appear before the
tribunal of God, in tranquility and solitude."lo
Having resumed negotiations to receive government aid
to open Indian schools, Archbishop Salpointe thought it advantageous to go to Washington, D. C., in January, 1886,
for this purpose. He and Mr. Charles Lusk, Secretary of the
Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, saw Mr. Oberly, the
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and obtained from him
6. Diary Account of Archbishop Salpointe. (A.A.S.F.).
7. Introduction of Archbishop Lamy's Resignation, Angust 26, 1885, (A.A.S.F.).
8. The St. Johns Herald. September 17.1885, p. I, col. 4.
9. Defoud, op. cit., p. 157.
10. Archbishop Lamy's Resignation, op. cit.
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contracts for four day schools, with the promise of four more,
as soon as the department had the money to dispose of for
these contracts. Mr. Oberly kept his promise and shortly after
sent through the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions contracts for seven day schools and one for a boarding industrial
school for Indian boys. Day schools were established at the
pueblos of Isleta, Acoma, Pahuate, Santo Domingo, Jemez,
San Juan, Taos and the village of Laguna. The boarding
school for boys was first established at Bernalillo. It was not
permanently located there because it was impossible to find a
convenient place for sale. Therefore, it was moved to Santa
Fe, using the priests' house for its quarters until St. Catherine's Indian School was completed.n
St. Catherine's Indian School was commenced in the
spring of 1886 and the corner stone was blessed by the retired
Archbishop Lamy on June 17, 1886. This school was constructed under the auspices of the Bureau of Catholic Indian
Missions and was financed by Mother Katherine Drexel,12
after whom it was named.
The construction of the school was slow and brought the
Director of the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, Reverend
Joseph A. Stephan,13 to Santa Fe to determine the causes of
the delays. He placed the blame on the weather, the workmen,
and lastly Archbishop Salpointe, as his letter to Miss Catherine Drexel brings out.
11. Salpointe, Soldiers of the Cross, op. cit.• Pp. 272-273.
12. Mother Katherine Drexel was born in 1859, the daughter of Francis Anthony
Drexel, one of Philadelphia's leading financiers and philanthropists. She renounced personal
wealth and social position and dedicated her life and income from a seven and one-half
million dollars inhe~itance to educational and charitable works. In May, 1891, she founded
the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament for Indians and Colored People. She died on March 3,
1955. Cf. Elinor Tong Dehey, Religious Orders of Women in the United States, Catholic
Accounts of Their Origin, Works, and Most Important Institutions. Inwoven with Histories of Many Famous Foundresses, (Rev. ed.; Hammond. Indiana: W. B. Conkey, 1930),
PP. 692-694; Time, 65(March 14, 1955), 92; and John La Farge, S.J., "Mother Drexel:
Great American," America, 92 (March 19, 1955), 645.
13. Joseph Andrew Stephan, (
-1901), after laboring in various places served as
military chaplain during the whole Civil War with the troops of General Thomas. He then
chose the life of an Indian Missionary and in 1884 was appointed Director of the Bureau
of Catholic Indian Missions. It was he who organized the work of establishing the mission
schools and secured contracts for their support. He died in 1901. Cf. McGuire, ed., Catholic
Builders of the Nation: A Symposium on the Catholic Contribution to the Civilization of
the United States. (Boston: Continental Press, Inc., 1923), II, 77; V, 145.
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St. Catherine's Santa Fe, New Mexico, is progressing
slowly. Constant rain for nearly three weeks, kept the workmen idle and thus the building was only ready for roofing at
the 8th inst. I push everything as fast as I possibly can, but
must candidly say matters were not managed well. Everybody
out here is naturally lazily inclined. Instead of getting the contracts signed by the respective contractors, as I had demanded
of him, in order to have the bridle in hands to hold them up to
time, the good-natured Archbishop neglected that part and the
contractors took advantage of it, worked on other buildings at
the same time and treated St. Catherine's stepfather like. Besides the Archbishop had assured me that he would get the
lumber cheaper in Santa Fe, and at the saw mill, than I could
ship it from Chicago, but he was sadly mistaken! When I arrived here I found to my greates~ sorrow that he could not
obtain the quantity of lumber, as he had expected and bargained for, and they charged him higher prices than I could
have got it delivered in Santa Fe from Chicago; thus the carpenters were delayed and complained to me. I rectified matters
at once and furnished all materials needed to finish the building.
. . . The building is a fine, imposing structure and when finished will be a great ornament to Santa Fe, and an everlasting
credit to the donor. 14

The school was completed and dedicated on April 11, 1887,
with the retired Archbishop Lamy again performing the ceremony. The Indian boys residing at the priests' house were
moved to the school which was placed in charge of the Sisters
of Loretto. 15
Catholic Indian Schools had to be constantly competing with Protestant and government operated schools so as
to retain the government contract which allowed financial
aid. Father Anthony J ouvenceau, Superintendent of the Indian Schools of the Santa Fe diocese, explained this in the
following letter.
. . . Manual labor is the instruction that can be given to the
Indians. We do not wish to make lawyers, physicians, or scientists of them,-our only ambition is to make them good Chris14. Joseph A. Stephan, Santa Fe, to Miss Catherine M. Drexel, October 11. 1886,
(Archives of the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament For Indians and Colored People, Cornwells Heights, Pa. Hereafter referred to as A.S.B.S.).
15. Sister Richard Marie, Light in Yucca Land, op. cit., p. 44.
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tians and honest men, to teach them how to earn their bread
and become useful members of society.
. . . We must by all means at the next session have our industrial department well organized; it is the only way to compete
with the Government and protestant [sic] schools,16

Father Anthony J ouvenceau and the Loretto Sisters re·
mained in charge of St. Catherine's for two years. In 1889.~
Father Stephan did not think that the school was being properly managed as the following statistics given by him indicate.
. . . The Archbishop Salpointe is no manager and told me that
he had a deficit of $3,000 last year in keeping up the school.
He gets $12,000 annually and ought to be able to save $2,000
at least of that sum instead of spending $3,000 more. The
trouble is this: Father Antonio Jouvenceau is careless, 2 male
teachers are paid $80 and also each Sister per month, and board
besides, all the washing is given to the Chinese laundry, and
paid for, and the mending likewise. The Sisters don't care and
have not more interest in the Indians than an old Jew in a hog.
Nothing is raised to support the house-no vegetables, no
cereals, etc., and therefore I told the Archbishop that I will
send teachers there myself and run the school if he allows me
to do so and he consented gladly. . . ,17

The Benedictine Fathers from Atchison, Kansas, took
charge of St. Catherine's Industrial School in July, 1889, but
were there only for one year at which time they were recalled.
It was then placed under the supervision of lay teachers and
Father Jouvenceau until the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament
For Indians and Colored People, founded by Mother Catherine Drexel, took charge of it in September, 1895. 18 The government had suppressed the contract for St. Catherine's
School in 1893 because due to the lack of good farming land
and water it was proved unsuitable as an industrial school.
Therefore, Mother Catherine Drexel had to conduct the
school without any government compensation.
16. Anthony .Touvenceau, Santa Fe, to Miss Catherine M. Drexel, .Tune 19. 1887,
(A.S.B.S.).
17. .Toseph A. Stephan, Barstow, California, to Miss Catherine Drexel, Fehruary 27,
1889, (A.S.B.S.).
18. Mother Catherine Drexel arrived in Santa Fe on April 9, 1894, to arrange for her
Sisters to take charge of St. Catherine's Industrial School, Cf. Lamy Memorial, op. cit.,
p.98.
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Archbishop Lamy lived in retirement for two and a half
years. On January 7, 1888, he sent word to Archbishop Salpointe that he felt ill of a cold and wished to be taken to Santa
Fe. Archbishop Lamy was immediately brought to St. Vincent's Hospital, conducted by the Sisters of Charity, and
given constant care by the Sisters. On February 14, 1888, at
the age of seventy-three, Archbishop Lamy died and after
the funeral Mass, said by Archbishop Salpointe, his remains
were placed in a vault which is now covered by the main altar
of the cathedraJ.19
One of the problems that confronted Archbishop Salpointe in Santa Fe and which he did not have to cope with in
Arizona was the opposition of the Brotherhoods, called "Los
Penitentes." These were societies of men who practiced
bloody flagellations and similar tortures on Fridays during
Holy Week, and on other occasions. This was not a new problem in the archdiocese.
Bishop Lamy knew right away that these penitents did not
fit in with Church discipline in modern times and, noting the
greater shock and scandal created among the ever-increasing
numbers of people "from the states," both Catholic and otherwise, he felt a still greater urgency to remedy the situation as
soon as possible.
Judging from the decrees of his successors, we may assume that Lamy tried at first to abolish the Penitentes, and
failed. The problem was complicated by the fact that most of
these people were good men, sincerely and deeply Catholic in
their own simple faith, who believed that they were carrying on
an old Spanish Catholic heritage. Furthermore, he. could not
tell them that their penances, performed by Saints in the past,
were wrong in themselves. There simply was no common meeting grounds of minds whereby he could make them understand
that he was not trying to destroy their Spanish heritage, and
that their peculiar practices were not only contrary to present
ecclesiastical order, but most harmful to their religion under
the present circumstances. 20
19. Cf. Sister Richard Marie, op. cit., p. 44; Salpointe, op. cit., pp. 275-276; and Prescott Morning Courier, February 16, 1888, p. 1, col. 3.
20. Father Angelico Chavez, O.F.M., "The Penitentes," NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, XXIX (1954),99.
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In the first Synod of the Archdiocese of Santa Fe, May 17,
1888, called by Archbishop Salpointe, he firmly condemned
the Penitentes "as not to be fostered in the least."21 Archbishop Salpointe urged the pastors to guide the groups in
their parishes into embracing the Rule of the Third Order of
St. Francis from which he believed they had departed. He
likewise commanded the priests to refuse to celebrate Mass
in the chapels of the groups which continued their abuses and
to deny the Sacraments to those who insisted on observing
their old wakes for the dead and those who opposed his
legislation. 22
Not much success was met in this matter for as Father
Chavez explains
. . . the Penitentes erroneously considered their Brotherhoods
an essential part of Spanish Catholicism and a heritage from
earliest times to be kept intact. 23

The controversies between the Catholic pastors and their
local Penitentes were in many cases fomented by Protestant
ministers, who were trying either to win over the Penitentes
or to cause trouble for the Catholic Church. 24
In October, 1891, Archbishop Salpointe received a petition from the Penitentes of the county of San Miguel to
the effect that they wished him to consider them as a Catholic Sodality. They wanted the Archbishop to impose on their
group the rules and restrictions which would make them acceptable to the Catholic Church. Believing them to be in good
faith, the Archbishop laid down certain rules for their society
also offering to approve with these rules any details the group
might deem necessary, provided they would not oppose his
directions.
( continued)

21. Synodus Sancta. Fidei Prima, (Original in Latin), May
22. Chavez, "The Penitentes," op. cit., p. 100.
23. Ibid., P. 101.
24. Loc. cit.

17,1888.

(A.A.S.F.).

Book Reviews
Florentine Codex: General History of the Things of New
Spain. By Fray Bernardino de Sahagun. Translated from
the Aztec into English, with notes by Charles E. Dibble
and Arthur J. O. Anderson. Santa Fe: The School of
American Research and the University of Utah, 1961.
After having previously reviewed six of the twelve Books
into which Sahagun's General History is divided, one might
be expected to have run out of comments. But the renewed
pleasure and stimulation are as keen now, on receiving Book
Ten, as they were over a decade ago on first seeing Book One.
There is no need to repeat here the data about the nature of
the great scholarly enterprise which Dibble and Anderson
have now brought through the tenth of its eventual thirteen
units, since that material by now is familiar (this Review,
Vol. XXIX, No.2; Vol. XXX, No.1; Vol. XXXI, No.4; Vol.
XXXIV, No.1).
It is tempting to look in Book Ten for clues not only to
Aztec mentality, but to the thinking habits of 16th century
Spain as well, for in what Fray Bernardino de Sahagun seemingly considered a logical unit ("which treateth of the general
history, in which are told the different virtues and vices which
were of the body and of the soul, of whosoever practiced
them") there are what seem to us to be three obviously very
different sections.
Chapters First through Twenty-Sixth list characteristics
considered good and bad in Aztecs filling a list of roles: first
of kinship, then of age groupings, then of social class, then of
occupation. The Twenty-Sixth Chapter "telleth of the atole
sellers, and the sellers of prepared chocolate, and the sellers
of saltpeter;" and without any transition at all, the next and
much longer chapter is "of the intestines, and of all the internal organs, and of all the external organs, [and] of the
joints pertaining to men and pertaining to women." There
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follows another long chapter about human ailments and Aztec treatments for them; but the final chapter, somewhat less
extensive, shifts abruptly to descriptions and histories of
"the various kinds of people ... who came to cause the cities
to be founded," listing fifteen more or less distinct ethnic
groups of northern and central Mesoamerica.
To be sure, virtues and defects are listed as characteristic
of these several peoples, thus creating a partial parallel with
the first twenty-six chapters; but what are the virtues and
vices in Aztec anatomical terminology, in ailments and treatments? There is no explicit suggestion that illnesses are associated with moral standards, and most of the anatomical
terms are clearly neutral in such a regard. It may be that the
role of virtue and vice in illness was too obvious to Sahagun
(perhaps also to the Aztecs) to deserve mention.
Sahagun felt it necessary to suppress the totality of the
long Twenty-Seventh Chapter in preparing his Spanish version of this Book; the title was translated, but instead of
translating the long list of anatomical terms he wrote in
Spanish a discussion (which ought to be a prime source for
students of culturaJ dynamics) of the problems of early missionaries in Mexico. For this discussion he recurs to the
theme of virtues and vices, comparing the state of affairs
when he was writing (about 1570?) with that of pre-Conquest times, and attempting some analysis of causes of the
conditions in both periods.
There are many places throughout his work when Sahagun either failed to translate all of his original Nahuatl
version, as in the present case; or translating, added something to the Spanish which did not appear in the Nahuatl; or
even, at times, seems to have changed a meaning in translating. When he decided, for what ever reason (the Aztec
anatomical terms may well have been too exhaustive for
presentation to churchmen less sophisticated than Sahagun),
that the Aztec vision of the human body should not be translated for his readers in Spain, Sahagun of course told us
something by implication about his own culture. His need
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to conceal the Twenty-Seventh Chapter gave us, too, an essay
in its place which is of great potential utility.
Together with the interesting suppression of the TwentySeventh Chapter must be considered the fact that Sahagun
did not find it necessary to mince words in the repeated mentions and discussions of prostitutes, panders, and various
sorts of perverts. The many 16th century illustrations of
course are, as always, full of data-some obvious, some to be
discovered only by search and analysis-about Aztec and
Spanish elements in post-Conquest life and attitudes during
the decades when these were being transformed from a raw
mixture into a new way of life.
Mexico City College
Km.16, Carretera Mexico-Toluca
Mexico 10, D.F.

JOHN PADDOCK

Captive Mountain Waters: A Story of Pipelines and People.
By Dorothy Jensen Neal. El Paso: Texas Western Press,
1961. Pp. 103. Illustrations, maps and index. $2.50.
This is an exceptional book. Its authenticity is impressive
despite the lack of footnotes that are usually looked for to give
authority to a text. It is a story of people and that most precious of all commodities in New Mexico, water. The style of
writing is not that of a literary artist, but straightforward
with a simplicity that keeps the reader always sensitive to the
subject matter--enlivened occasionally with a touch of humor
or a story that in itself reveals the time, place and the folks
about whom the authoress writes. When a rancher tapped the
railroad's wooden pipe line because he needed water, the leak
was eventually discovered; but the rancher was quite willing
to pay: "I don't have no money, but I got three hogs and nine
kids. Take your pick."
The water came from the Rio Bonito. The people involved
in the story raised log houses on their homesteads in the
White and Sacramento Mountains or built towns in the des-
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ert; served the railroad in its multiple needs; admired the
rugged individual building a cattle empire; and envied the
first comers, the Mescaleros, who were not fond of railroad
men, or white men in general. The common thread that
brought them into contact was the need for water, and the
wooden pipe line held together by iron bands carried it from
the mountain to the desert for steam engines, crops, and folks
-and occasionally caused some one to get shot because the
story began when men were toting six shooters.
The significance of water in the arid southwest is a commonplace bit of knowledge and has been dealt with in many a
printed word, .but this book makes it a human interest story
because those who created the history of water development
in the Tularosa Basin are also the prime sources of information. They illustrate Shakespeare's theory of the world as a
stage. When drawing upon well-known major episodes in the
history of New Mexico, such as the ruckus around Oliver Lee
and Albert B. Fall's misstep, the authoress treats them adequately in relation to her story and no more; they were just
people interested in water.
When the atomic bomb exploded at Trinity Site in 1945,
it brought a revolution in the affairs of Alamogordo, originally a railroad and cattleman's town. The Federal Government needed water for Holloman Air Force base and had to
tap the long used source, the mountain water brought to the
desert-now including the underground flow.
Those born around the turn of the century should have a
touch of nostalgia for the horse and buggy days when they
see the several photographs. The descendants of the pioneers
should rejoice at the record now available of their ancestors,
and the informants should be pleased that their minds were
induced to reveal knowledge based on having been there. And
Judy, to whom the book is dedicated, should feel happy that
she persuaded her mother to write a book rather than just an
article on an old wooden pipeline.
Although a paper back publication that can sell for a low
price, the manuscript attracted the talent of Carl Hertzog,
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designer, and Bob Staggs artist who provided several black
and white drawings.
F.D.R.

Bahia: Ensenada and Its Bay. By Thaddeus R. T. Brenton.
Los Angeles: Westernlore Press, 1961. Pp. xiv, 158. $5.50.
By focusing an understanding and sympathetic eye on one
small corner of Mexico, and on the hearts of the Mexicans who
live there, Mr. Brenton has succeeded in penetrating into the
inner and hidden chambers of Mexican intimacy. His book is
a catalog of affection for the people, and the land, and the
sea of Mexico, yes, and the dust, and the mud, and the rain.
There is an enthusiastic tenderness flowing through and pervading every page and every line that can only be qualified
as youthful, and the reader wishes he could be so lucky when
retirement comes to him.
The author speaks knowingly and fondly of the strange
customs, the history and the oddments of Mexico. He bridges
for us the cultural gap between the United States and Mexico,
making it possible for the Mexican and the Gringo to shake
hands across the many misunderstandings that have separated us.
The "Day of the Dead" with all its apparently morbid
aspects does not appear quite so strange after Mr. Brenton
explains it. Other religious practices, the bullfight, attitudes,
appear more reasonable when he gives us their inner logic.
The chapter on the Mexican woman is magnificent in its
insight. He says, rightly, I believe: "I believe her mind surpasses that of the Mexican man. In many ways the women of
Mexico are like our bahia-they can take a bleak and gray
negative mood, or they can scintillate in brilliance; they are
omnipresent in quietude and submissiveness, or in turbulence to the danger-point; historically constituting a feature
of the ages, they are actually dominant without fanfare."
Mexico affects citizens of the United States two ways
mostly. There are those who fall in love with Mexico and
refuse to see anything wrong with it. There are those who
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hate it and can't find anything good in it. The former are
maudlin and gushy. The latter are vitriolic. Neither one can
be trusted.
Mr. Brenton does not belong to either group. He loves
Mexico but is not blinded to its demerits. There is a healthy
stream of satire throughout his book which sets off the weaknesses and foibles of the people, the government, and their
ways. He criticizes with gentle humor and kindly tolerance.
There is no condescending tone, no "higher than thou"
attitude.
There is one major defect in his book: his constant use of
Spanish in the corniest manner. "Twenty blocks from my
casa." (p. 19) This sort of thing appears iri almost every
page. This may be considered cute or picturesque, but I found
it most annoying. Every time a casa or an oUa or a ventana
came up I had the sensation of a pesky fly that just wouldn't
let me enjoy my reading. There were also any number of
errors in Spanish grammar, syntax, spelling, interpretation.
Mr. Brenton would be ahead if he stuck to English.
University of New Mexico

SABINE

R. ULIBARRI
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The item on The New Mexico Territory Assembly, 18521859, published in Notes and Documents, January, 1962 (vol.
37, no. 1) was submitted by Ralph A. Wooster, Lamar State
College of Technology, Beaumont, Texas.
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